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ABBREVIATIONS:

ADC analog to digital converter

ADO average dipole orientation

CFT continuous FT (i.e. over infinite time)

CPU central processing unit

DFT discrete FT (i.e. over a finite ring of samples)

DR double resonance

EA electron affinity

FA flowing afterglow

FFT fast FT (i.e. any N point DFT algorithm with Nlog?N efficiency)

FS frequency synthesizer

FT fourier transform

G(L)C gas (liquid) chromatography

ICR ion cyclotron resonance

NCI negative chemical ionization

PPG programmable pulse generator

RAM random access memory

SIFT selected ion flow tube

SNR signal to noise ratio

TIC total ion current

VDU visual display unit

UNITS: (non SI)

1212
amu 1 atomic mass unit = (mass of O/12
dB 1 decibel: power ratio PJ/P2 s o that log1Q(p1/p2) =0.1

eV 1 electron volt = 96.486 kiloJoule

1 inch = 2.54 cm

Kbyte 1 kilobyte = 1024 byte = 1024 x 8 bit

kcal 1 kilocalory = 4.1868 kiloJoule

kG 1 kiloGauss =0.1 Tesla

1 Torr = 133.34 Pascal
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Ion—molecule reactions have occurred ever since some cool inter-

stellar gas clouds became rich enough in molecular hydrogen and,

within a few million years, they led to the formation of the first

small "organic" molecules. Today, ion-molecule reactions are pro-

minent among the chemical processes that take place in systems

ranging from planetary ionospheres to living organisms.

In organic chemistry a wealth of classification schemes and ex-

planations has been developed [1] that aim to relate observed re-

activities to structures and energies of the reacting particles.

In this field, ion-molecule reactions are usually carried out in

a solvent which has appreciable interactions with the reactants

and products; differential solvation energies can even be so

large that they completely drown out the intrinsic effects.

Gas phase studies can provide a test of existing theories and

supply the basic experimental facts needed for a realistic treat-

ment of ion-molecule reactions and their modification by solvent

interactions. Accordingly, there has been an upsurge in experi-

mental activity in this area during the last decade, resulting in

the appearance of several books [2,3,4,5,6] and the development

of new instruments and the modification of existing ones [7,8].

The Flowing Afterglow (FA) method [9] has provided an impressive

amount of thermal ion-molecule reaction rate constants [10], These

results, together with data from other sources, have stimulated

the development of reaction rate calculations using Average Dipole

Orientation (ADO) models [11,12,13].

Ion Cyclotron Resonance (ICR) spectrometry, first introduced in

1965 [14] and considerably improved during the seventies [15,16],

has been applied a.o. to ion kinetics and to the determination of

equilibrium acidities [17] and basicities [18] of organic compounds

as well as to the elucidation of mechanisms of ion-molecule react-

ions (reviewed by Beauchamp [19] and Nibbering [20]).

The strength of ICR in the study of mechanisms derives mainly from

the unequivocal identification of precursor-product relations

through the double resonance technique in combination with isoto-

pic labelling of the reactants or with kinetic studies.

Three books about ICR have appeared in recent years [21,5,6] and



some of its results have been reviewed in a widely read general

scientific periodical [22].

SCOPE OF THESIS

This thesis has a somewhat unusual feature: it consists of two

parts that may seem to be quite different in form and in content.

Part I reports experimental work on some negative ion-molecule

reactions carried out with a drift-cell ICR instrument. At the

outset of the work there existed only rather scanty knowledge of

the structural stability and the reactivity of organic anions in

the gas phase. Thus, the matter was approached by first probing

a few simple anions for the occurrence of internal hydrogen ran-

domization. Once such randomizations were shown to be quite un-

common, attention could be directed towards the study of reaction

mechanisms, using combinations of the double resonance technique

with substitutional variation or isotopic labelling of the reac-

tants. During the course of these studies the limitations of

drift-cell ICR with respect to sensitivity, mass resolution and

range were beginning to be felt. Ever since the first experiment

(in 1974) with Fourier Transform ICR by Comisarow and Marshall,

it was realized that this new experimental method could over-

come the mentioned deficiencies of classical ICR, but there re-

mained serious technological obstacles to the construction of a

true wide-band spectrometer. By 1979, the availability of fast

electronic components and cheap minicomputers made it possible to

design and build an FTICR instrument at the University of

Amsterdam, although the project still required a considerable

effort from the technical staff of the Laboratory of Organic

Chemistry.

Part II of the thesis deals with the design of software for such

an FTICR machine. Although much pioneering work had been done by

A.G. Marshall around 1979, there remained a number of theoretical

and computational problems in the procedures for the excitation

of coherent ion motion and in the accuracy and speed of the

response data processing. These problems have been analysed

mathematically and their solutions are presented in terms that

allovr a computationally efficient implementation, largely inde-



pendent of the specific language or hardware available. The

actual implementation has followed "top-down" principles as far

as practically possible, thus allowing further extensions or

modifications to be added easily. An overview of the system, co-

vering some of its upper levels, is included.
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CHAPTER 1

ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE SPECTROMETRY

HISTORY OF ICR

In 1938 a mass spectrometer based on the cyclotron principle was

proposed by Bleakney and Hippie [1]. After 1945, the development

split into two branches. Smith built his "Synchrometer" [2], de-

signed for precise mass measurements, and finally obtained an ac-

curacy of the order 10 [3]. The other branch led via Hippie's

"Omegatron" [4] to instruments suitable for the study of ion-

-molecule reactions. The first commercial ICR instrument became

available in 1966 [5]. The principles of the method and its

application to physical and chemical studies have been the sub-

ject of several books and review articles [6]. During the seven-

ties a series of new techniques was developed: trap-cell ICR [7],

Fourier Transform ICR [8] and Rapid Scan ICR [9]. These enable

improvements in trap time, sensitivity, mass resolution and

mass range, especially in instruments equipped with high-field

supercon magnets [10]. A discussion of these recent techniques

is given in Part II of this thesis; here we limit ourselves to

drift-cell ICR, the method used to obtain the experimental re-

sults described in Part I.

PRINCIPLES OF DRIFT-CELL ICR

In an ICR spectrometer ions are formed by electron impact on a

low pressure gas ('v 10~5 Torr) . This takes place in the source

region of a cell, the faces of which consist of mutually isolated

metal plates. Small electric fields (£<lV/cm) are created by

voltages applied to the plates and the whole assembly is placed

in a strong magnetic field (B = 1 Tesla). As shown in the appendix,

a proper choice of the orientation of these fields will constrain

the ions to a cycloïdal motion through the cell. The important

components of this motion are a constant drift velocity V. =E/B

down the cell and a circular (cyclotron) motion encircling the

B-lines with angular frequency w = eB/m. The drift motion car-

ries the ions from the source region through the reaction and

analyser regions to the collector where they discharge. The



source

filament

Schematic view of a 4-section ICR cell.

Dimensions: 12 x 26 x185 mm.

length of thé ion path in the first three regions can be of the

order of 10 m in a cell of roughly 10 cm long, so there is ample

opportunity for reactions between the ions and the neutral gas

molecules. (Free flight distance = 1 m at 10 Torr).

Detection occurs in the analyser region where a small radiofre-

quency field is coupled into the cell. If 10 . equals u> , energy

from the rf field is absorbed by the ions of one particular mass

to charge ratio (m/s) leading to an increase in their orbital

radii (resonance). The amount of energy absorbed is proportional

to the number of resonant ions and is registered as a function of

the slowly scanned magnetic field. Because of the proportionality

of m/z and B at constant u , this results in a linear mass spec-

trum. Under practical conditions we nave e.g. for the ion C,H5~

with m/s = 41 :

B =0.82 Tesla, E =0.25 V/cm

oo =307 kHz , V, = 30 m/s

radius of orbit = 2.10~^ m.
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DOUBLE RESONANCE

A major advantage of ICR over competing methods is the availabi-

lity of double resonance (DR). The rate constant k of an ion-mo-

lecule reaction

A" + B —£-» C~ + D

is nearly always a function of the translational energy of the

reactants. Thus, the observed abundance of C~ will change if we

irradiate with a separate oscillator the cyclotron resonance of

A". Quantitatively, IDR * [A~].[B].3fc/9EA_ . In practice one fixes

the magnetic field so that C~ resonates with the observing oscil-

lator coupled to the analyser region and scans the frequency of

the DR oscillator coupled to the reaction region. In this way the

mutual interference between the oscillators is small and all pre-

cursors A~ of C~ can be found.

The DR technique is particularly useful when combined with the

use of isotopically labelled compounds. Usually, the isotope ef-

fect on 3fc/8E can be neglected and it becomes possible to derive

relative k values from the relative intensities in the normal and

DR spectra.

The instrument used to obtain almost all of the results of Part I

was a heavily modified Varian V5903 drift-cell machine. The modi-

fications are described in the Experimental section of chapter 2,

together with details of the operating procedure.

In some cases additional experiments were done using our newly

constructed FTICR machine, which is described in Part II of this

thesis.



APPENDIX: ION MOTION

In the absence of collisions, the motion of an ion with mass m,

charge e and velocity v in a field with magnetic induction 2 and

electric field strength E is governed by

Define the Cartesian axes (a,y,t) with t in the direction of $,

so that v X B = O. Then:

&lv + » ) » ± (Ï +% +v x£)dt iy z ' m x xy z xy

Motion in the s-direction is of secondary importance, so we split

off terms satisfying g r ? z ~ —^z for later treatment and retain:

Assume 2? and 2? constant and homogeneous and separate vxy into a

cyclotron term v and a constant drift velocity v that satis-

fies v * B = -if . This yields yfl = (E * ?) / B
2 and leaves the

equation for v as T T D = — (v x J) whichc at c w c

defines a circular motion with = - , so that Ü> = - = -I
V C 2? TFt

Thus, the motion in the xy-plane is in general cycloïdal (beco-

ming circular for Ex =0) and its circular component has a mass-

dependent frequency. Detection of ions can be based on the reso-

nant coupling between their orbit and an electromagnetic wave of

the proper frequency. In the s-direction the motion is constrained

to a region around a =0 by the trapping field, which is made to

depend explicitly on z. In first approximation we may write

Ü2 =-ez, so that g£ «z
 = ~ f es«

Assuming that e is made to have the same sign as e, the solution

is an oscillation in the 2-direction:

z it) = /zj + mv\iO/e e'.cos (/ee/m'.t + <\>o) ,

The above derivations give only an idealized picture of the motion

of the ions in an ICR cell. Qualitatively, the following addi-

tional effects occur:

- Addition of collisional damping causes the cyclotron and trap-



ping oscillations to relax until thermal equilibrium is reached.

The drift term is unaffected.

- Introduction of an electromagnetic field (in the xy-plane) with

appropriate frequency leaaa to increased orbital radii of reso-

nant ions.

- Inhomogeneïties in £ caused by the trapping field shift the

value of a slightly (̂  10 ) . Even smaller (but significant)

shifts can be caused by the space-cha je of the ions themselves.

All of these effects hav^ been treated quantitatively in the

literature [11].
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CHAPTER 2

THE GAS PHASE ALLYL ANION*

ABSTRACT

C (H/D)_ ions are generated in an ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer

from the reaction of O"~with labelled propenes and their reactions with

nitrous oxide and carbonyl fluoride are studied with a view to showing that

little, if any, internal hydrogen scrambling takes place within the long lived

allyl anion.

It is also reported that the reaction of O with propene gives rise to the

ions C,H^~ , CH3CO~CH_ and CH,CH=CHO~ albeit as only a small proportion of the

total reaction cross section. A reaction of the C,Ht~ ions is reported, which,

under more favourable experimental conditions, might enable the structure of

the ion to be determined.

INTRODUCTION

It has been demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that lor.g lived

CjHl" ions have the structure CH2=C"~[1] and studies of the ion-

molecule reactions of CUHr" and C,HÖ [2] have shown that both of

these ions exist in two stable non-isomerising forms: *CH=C=CH~

and "CH2-C5C~, and CH3~CHC~ and ~CH2-CECH respectively.

In this paper the C-jHË ions generated by proton abstraction from

propene will be considered. It is expected that C3HË ions will

have the planar allyl structure CH2=CH-CH2, but there are some

conceivable alternatives e.g. CH3-C=CH2, CH3-CH=CH~ and

CH2-CH2-CH~. The list is not exhaustive, for example the cluster

ion H C H C ~ . C H 4 has not been included, but it is rather doubtful

if this or any of the other possibilities could be of real chem-

ical significance. In fact, we are not aware of any reported ob-

servation of a stable CH2=CH" ion, and so doubt must be expressed

concerning the two vinylic structures listed above.

Theoretical calculations [3] have predicted the relationships

between the allyl, vinyl and cyclopropyl structures (see Fig.l).

It should be noted that no isomerization barriers have been

*J.H.J. Dawson, A.J. Noest and N.M.M. Nibbering, Int. J. Mass Spectr. Ion
Phys. 2£ (1979) 205,



calculated for the interconversion between the vinylic and the

other C3H5 structures.

E A [cyclopropyl
radical] = + 1.46 eV
= •33.7 kcal/mole.

EA [allyl radical]
= + 0.55 eV =• 12.7 Kcal/mole.

Fig. 1. Thermodynamic data for C..HI isomers (from ref. 3).

Under normal circumstances it would appear that both the cyclic

and the allylic structure of the CUHË ion should exist, with

little probability of interconversion. There is also the point

that the exothermicity of the ring-opening process (even ignoring

the activation eneryy) exceeds the electron affinity of the pro-

duct ion. Thus if an isolated cyclic ion were to ring-open, the

product would not be stable with respect to electron detachment.

Our attempts to generate any observable C.3H5 ions from the inter-

action of NH2, O'~ or H~ (all strong bases) with cyclopropane

have failed. In the case of NH2/c-C3Hg we have specifically

searched for the process

N H C3H5 (1)

but the appearance of free electrons was not detected. This is in

10



accord with the findings of Bohme et al. [4] who placed ^n upper

limit of 5 x10" cm3 mole s~ on the rate constant for the react-

ion of NHj with cyclopropane and with our calculations showing

that the acidity of cyclopropane should be 11 kcal mole"1 below

that of ammonia [5]. On the other hand, Shapiro et al. [9], who

like Bohme have worked under flowing afterglow conditions, have

reported the formation of C^HZ ions in this system, with a rate

constant [10] below Bohme's upper limit. However the ions thus

generated reacted with D2O in such a way as to demonstrate that

they were allylic rather than cyclic. Under the relatively high

pressure conditions of their experiments it may be that the

expected electron detachment is averted through collisional de-

activation and/or the possibility that the proton abstraction and

ring opening could take place as one concerted process.

In this paper we have concerned ourselves with a search for

possible internal hydrogen interchange processes within C3H5

iois. It will be demonstrated that such processes, if they occur

at all» do so to only a minor extent. This means in effect that

the activation barrier to such a process must be higher than the

energy available to these ions which in any case can neither

exceed the exothermicity of the reaction in which they are formed

nor the electron affinity of the ion. The work arose as an off-

shoot of our continuing study of (2+3) anionic cycloaddition re-

actions [ll], in particular in the context of the reaction

C3Hg + CF2=CF2 •* C5H3F2+2HF (2)

where it was necessary to be absolutely certain that the reactant

allyl anions derived from labelled propenes would retain their

expected structures.

Water, nitrous oxide and carbonyl fluoride have been chosen as

specific reagents for reaction with deuterium labelled allyl

anions so as to probe into their structure. The results which

are directly related to this question are dealt with in the

Discussion section of the paper, but discussion concerning un-

related observations made in the course of the main work is

In later personal communications Shapiro et al. ascribed the observation

of C,H7 to the presence of a propene impurity in their cyclopropane sample.

11



confined to the Results section of the paper.

EXPERIMENTAL

ICR mass spectra were recorded on a much modified Varian V5903 instrument

fitted with a 2 inch oil diffusion pump. Sample pressures were measured only

approximately on an uncalibrated ionization gauge placed in a side arm of the

main pumping line near to the diffusion pump. The readings quoted are there-

fore expected to be too low by a factor of around two or three, but the danger

of gauge pyrolysis products causing the appearance of spurious signals is

eliminated.

The instrument is fitted with a four-section flat cell (cross section 26 x12

mm) which has been constructed in our own workshop from BS 304 SOI stainless

steel and Vespel. This cell is divided into a source region of 4 cm, reaction

region 5 cm (to which the electron ejection oscillator is connected), analyser

region 7 cm and an open ended TIC region of 2.5 cm. Only mica and ceramic in-

sulators are used in the vicinity of the hot filament which is in the form of

a hairpin of 1x0.025 mm tungsten tape and which requires a heating current

of between 3.5 and 5 A depending upon the sample gas mixture in use. The 1.5

and 1.8 mm diameter apertures in the electron control grid and source trapping

plates are each fitted with platinum electron microscope grids having 0.2 mm

square holes separated by bars of 0.05 mm thickness. With this electron gun it

is possible to obtain a trap current of over 1 yA right down to zero potential

between the theoretical mid-point of the filament and the source trapping

plate, although for routine operation a trap current of 300 to 500 nA peak

(see below) is used.

The erratic source tuning effects which are found at high electron beam cur-

rents even when working with negative ions may be partially alleviated by

superimposing upon the 27 c s grid modulation a higher audio frequency sig-

nal. In theory this faster modulation allows the ions formed in one small

packet to drift to a safe distance away from the electron beam before the next

ion packet is formed. The technique permits an effective doubling of the max-

imum value of the trap current which may be used reliably.

The filament current regulation circuit is itself an innovation in that it in-

corporates a variable time constant follow and hold gate [12] in the signal

path between the trap current header electrometer (response time -si ms) and

the main comparator. The gate is switched in step with the electron beam con-

trol grid modulation but with a short opening delay. The display meter and
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comparator thus receive the peak valuo of the electron current rather than the

mean value. This mode of operation should be particularly helpful for trapped

ion cell work. The time constant of the integrator stage which follows the

(symmetrical analogue) comparator is variable so that the best compromise for

closed loop stability may be selected. A simple gate is to be added between

the comparator and integrator in the belief that this will simplify the con-

ditions required to obtain closed loop sta^xlity.

Except for double resonance experiments it has been general practice to tune

only the source region of the cell for maximum TIC, the subsequent regions

ther being tuned so as to maximize product ion formation. Double resonance has

been carried out under tuning conditions giving the minimum practicable ion

sweep out (<5%). The value of the electron energy is always chosen to maximize

the production of the required primary ions, and is typically 1.3 eV for 0*~

from N20 and 5.8 for H~(0H~) from H20»

2-d,-Propene was prepared by the gas phase pyrolysls of 2,2-d2-propyl acetate

[13,14]. 2,2-d2-Propanol (100 ul), which had been synthesized previously [15],

was converted into the acetate by the action of acetyl bromide (100 yl) and

pyridine (20 yl) and was separated by GC prior to injection onto the glass

packed pyrolysis column (550°C, length 40 cm, diameter 6 mm). A slow helium

stream carried the propene through an ice cooled trap into a guarded liquid

nitrogen trap from which it was recovered and used without further purifica-

tion. The total isotopic purity of the product was determined from the nega-

tive ion spectra of the H2O/CH,CDCH2 and NH,/CH3CDCH2 mixtures to be 3% d_,

94% d. and 3% d2- Small (<1%) impurities of perhaps acetone and acetic acid

were observed.

dg-Propene was prepared by dehydrating unlabelled n-propanol in the presence

of excess D,,0 over an Al2°3 column at 500°C. Although this procedure does not

result in complete D-labelling, it was sufficient for our purposes.

The other labelled propenes used in this workt CH3CH=CD_ and CD,CH=CH2, were

used as marketed by Merck, Sharpe and Dohme Ltd., and were of 98% purity.

Carbonyl fluoride (Fluorochem Ltd.) which is chemically highly reactive, was

handled only in stainless steel vacuum apparatus.

RESULTS

Since three body collision processes occur only at the upper

operating pressure limit of an ICR mass spectrometer the method

must be classed as a low pressure technique so far as ionization
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is concerned. Only long lived ions may be observed, and so the

generation of molecular anions by non-dissociative slow electron

capture is seldom observed for "small" molecules unless they

possess some special qualities, for example SF-, c-C-Fg, (CHCN)2
and COCH=CHCOO. In general, anions must be generated through some

dissociative electron attachment process, but here again the

difficulty arises that very few molecules have a sufficiently

high ionisation cross section for a workable yield of ions to be

obtained. We know of no easily labeled precursor molecule which

will fragment to the allyl anion following electron capture. Thus

anions which are being studied must normally be generated from

ion-molecule reactions; in the case of the allyl anion an obvious

route exists

A" + CH3CH=CH2 •+ AH + CH2CHCH2 (3)

The reactant ion has to be chosen from the small list of reactive

ions which may be generated directly in acceptable yield under

ICR conditionsj H~, from H20 (6 eV) and NH, (5 eV); 0™, from BUO

(1.5 eV) and in barely adequate yield from C02 (4 and 8eV) and

NO2 (1.25 eV); NH2, from NH3 (5 eV) ; F~, from CF4 (6 eV) and NF3

(1.75 eV); R0~, from RONO (non-resonant process). (Other ions

such as Cl~, I~ and CN" which may be generated very easily belong

to rather acidic neutrals and are not normally sufficiently react-

ive to be of any use). Unfortunately the gas phase acidity of

propene is only 0.4 kcal mole"1 greater than that of water [7],

so in this case neither F~ nor a normal alkoxide anion will under-

go reaction (3). The choice is further restricted by the compli-

cation that water and perhaps ammonia can undergo hydrogen ex-

change reactions with many anions (vide infra) so that they can-

not be used to cjenerate specifically deuterated anions from

propenes other than CH3CD=CH2. Nitrous oxide is thus left as the

only practical ionizing agent for generating labelled allyl an-

ions, though, as will be seen later, even this choice is not per-

fect.

(a) Water/propene mixtures

In the water/propene system where it is desired to study the

hydrogen exchange reactions of the allyl anion with water, the
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water may conveniently serve the additional function of being the

ionising agent [16].

(4)

(5)

e ~
H~

OH"

+ H20

+ H20

+ c 3

> •* H

Hg *

+ OH'

, + OH"

H2° +

and presumably

H

(6)

'7)

No other reactions were seen to occur in the unlabelled system.

In the labelled system (see Table 1) hydrogen exchange processes

were observed

but OH

~ + D20 £

CH3CD=CH2

HDO

+ HDO etc. up to

CH2CDCD2 HDO

(8)

(8a)

(9)

TABLE 1

Hydrogen exchange in the propene/D20 system

... . WaterMixture pres-
sure,.
xlO~6

torr*

D2O/CH3CH=CH2 4

D2O/CH3CH=CH2 20

D2O/CH3CH=CH2 70

H2O/CH3CD=CH2 2

HjO/CH-CDKHg 8

H2O/CH3CD=CH2 30

Single

C3H-

68

46

39

—

—

—

resonance

C3H4D-

25

32

29

100***

100***

100***

currents**

C3H3D-

6

15

20

—

—

C 3 H 2 D 3

1

6

9

C3HD-

0

1

3

C3D5

0

0

0

* Propene and propene-2-d pressures 1x10"^ torr.

** All ion currents derived from single resonance signal intensities by di-
vision by mass and correction for 1 3C.

*** Corrected for incomplete D-labelling in propene-2-d (see Experimental).
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(b) Nitrous oxide/propene mixtures

The reactions of "thermal" O'~anions generated from nitrogen di-

oxide have been described by Goode and Jennings [17]

OH" + C3H5 (H' abstraction) (10)
0*"+ CH,CH=CH-—<C

^OH* + CjHJj (H abstraction) (11)

and the hydroxide ions thus generated react further as in react-

ion (6). These authors investigated reactions (10) and (11) with

CH3CH=CD- and CD3CH=CH2 and found that proton abstraction occur-

red exclusively from the methyl group whereas hydrogen radical

abstraction was less specific. In the nitrous oxide/labelled pro-

pene systems in which O'~ions are generated with an excess energy

of about 0.4 eV [18] the radical abstraction is predominantly

(=90%) from the methyl group although the actual figure is in-

fluenced by a kinetic isotope effect of about 2 which is no doubt

dependent on the energy of the reactant ion.

In the case of the majority of the hydrogen abstraction reactions

(10) which involve radical abstraction from the methyl group, the

known electron affinities of OH' [19] and C,H" [3(b)] may be com-

pared so as to deduce that reaction (10) is 30 kcal mole more

exothermic than reaction (11). Thus any effect which increases the

reactant ion energy will change the relative contributions of re-

actions (10) and (11) towards allyl anion formation. This could

explain why the apparent degree of scrambling seen in Table 2 is

dependent upon the gas mixture ratio.

We are now able to report that in the nitrous oxide/propene sys-

tem the hitherto undetected formation of m/z 40 can be observed

0'"+ CH3CH=CH2 ->• H20 + C3H|~ (12)

although the yield for this reaction channel is only small (less

than 10% of the combined yields of reactions (6) and (11)). It is

not known if this observation signifies merely that our apparatus

has a superior signal to noise ratio, or if the effect is due to

the greater energy of the O*~react=nt ion when generated from ni-

trous oxide rather than from nitrogen dioxide. In this mixture

there exist three other possible compositions for m/z 40, namely

CH?CN~, CN^" and C2O*~ , but double resonance shows that O*~is the
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sole precursor of the ion. This rules out the first two alterna-

tives since neither could be generated in a single step process

in this system. The third possibility was eliminated by studying

the N,18O/CH,CH=CH, system in which it was found that the intens-
11ity of the m/z 42 peak did not increase beyond the C content of

m/z 41 (C,Hg). The absence of a peak at m/z 43 in this mixture

also eliminated the possibility that any HCCO" might be under-

lying the allyl anion peak in the normal spectrum. Parenthetical-

ly it may be added that the formation of both CN^~ and C2O""have

been observed by us under other conditions

O"" + CH2N2 •*• H20 + CNj" (13a)

2 + C*0 + CN2~ (13b)

O"+ cis-CHF=CHF •+ CjO'~ + 2 HF (14)

Unfortunately the small size of the CoHT" peak made it impossible

to follow its movements in the deuterated systems where it could

be overlaid by C,(H/D)Ë ions. There was also the complication that

some small amount of C3HÖ was present which double resonance in-

dicated to be derived in some way from C^H-, possibly by direct

H2 loss or by N2 loss from C3H,N2> In addition to these peaks, the

ions m/z 52, 54, 57 and 67 were observed although they were bare-

ly visible above the noise under normal operating conditions.

Sometimes the peak at m/z 67, which is discussed in detail later,

would appear upside down in the grid modulated magnetic field

scan mass spectrum. Usually such an occurrence indicates that the

source tuning conditions have been badly chosen, but in this case

it was consistently found that the m/z 67 signal came from the

detector with a different phase shift (time delay) than the other

ions in the spectrum. A comparison with the higher mass ions pre-

sent in the N2O/CH3CH=CH2/F2CO system which included a quite nor-

mal signal at m/z 67 from reaction (25) showed that this phase

shift was indeed abnormal and was not due merely to the effect of

reduced ion drift velocities at higher magnetic fields. In order

to maximize the m/z 67 ion current in the N2O/CH,CH=CH2 system

it was necessary to use unusually low drift fields, and it is

assumed that this reflects the fact that the reaction is known to

be rather slow (k = 10"11 cm3 mole1 s"1) [20]. The effect was turned
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to advantage in the ^ O / C H - J C H ^ H ^ F J C O mixture in which it was

desired to minimize the formation of CjH-jNl.

At first the ions m/z 52, 54 and 57 were dismissed as being so

small as to be due in all probability to impurities. However their

persistent appearance now leads us to consider that they are a

genuine feature of the system. Double resonance shows that 0*~ is

the sole precursor of the m/z 57 ion whereas m/z 5 2 and 54 are

seen to be products of the reaction of the very minor ion m/z 40

CoHl". Accordingly we propose the following reactions

O — + C3Hg •+ C3H5O~ + H' m/z 57 (15)

^C,H,N~ + NO' m/z 54 (16)
C3H;- + N2O —-<r

»C3H2N~ + H 2 + NO' m/z 52 (17)

It has proved very difficult to follow the fate of these ions in

the labelled systems because the labelled propenes available to

us did contain minor interfering impurities and also the low sig-

nal to noise ratio did not really allow significant deductions to

be made. However, by comparing the results obtained from the re-
1 fi *i Q

actions of 0*~ and O'~ with propene-dj^ and propene-d2 it was

possible to discriminate against the impurities. It was then pos-

sible to discern that the C,H,.O~ ions are formed in approximately

equal amounts from the attack by O'~at each end of the double

bond.
O" "1* O"
I . I I
C ' C
H

O— + CH3-CH=CH2 •* CH3-C —CH 2 -»• H' + CH3-C=CH2 (15a)

H "I*

,—CH—CH--O~ ' -»• H' +CH3-CH=CH2 + O'- •*• CH3—CH—CH-0 ' + H' + CH3-CH=CH-O~ (15b)

When allowance is made for expected kinetic isotope effects, the

labelled results are not inconsistent with the hypothesis that the

formation and behaviour of the C3H:~ ion are analogous to the

formation and reactivity of the CH2=C"~ ions in the nitrous

oxide/ethylene system. Thus we expect

CH3CH=CH2 + O— + CH3CH=C'"+ H20 (12a)

CH3CH=C'~ +NEN-Ö ->• [CH3CH=C-N-N=O] *-»• CH3-CH=C=N" + NO' (16a)
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This product, m/z 54, (the (M-H)~ion of propionitrile) may be

formed in a sufficiently excited state to enable it to extend its

degree of delocalizat.ion by a 1,2-H2 elimination

(CH3-CH=C=N~)* -*K2 + CH2=C=C=N~ (17a)

The ion so formed, m/z 52, has been seen before, for example in

the CH2=CD-C=N/O'~ and n-C3H?CN/O'~ systems.

(a) Nitrous oxide/propene/aarbonyl fluoride mixtures

The negative ion chemistry of carbonyl fluoride itself has recent-

ly been described by Klein et al. [21] and so only the cross re-

actions observed in the triple mixture need to be described. The

production of m/z 67 is discussed fully later. In addition the

following charge exchange reaction was observed

NO" + F2CO •*• NO' + F2CO'~ <18^

which implies that EA[F2CO] > EA[NO']= 0.024 eV [6], Also there is

the reaction

H F 1*
OH" + F2C=O •* 0 _ C F _ 0 - ' + HF + FCOO" (19)

and there may be a third reaction

T 1
0'"+ F2C=O •+ . 0 _ Q F _ 0 - ' -*-F' + FCOO" (20)

but even in the absence of propene it is difficult to be sure

that the observation of a double resonance signal for this last

process does not arise from the presence of a trace impurity of

water leading to the two-step process of proton abstraction from

water followed by reaction (19) .

DISCUSSION

(a) Water/propene mixtures

In several independent laboratories [2,3(d),9,11,22] it has re-

cently been discovered that many hydrogen containing anions will

undergo bimolecular gas phase hydrogen exchange reactions with

weak acids such as water and methanol. For example, both the

hydrogen nuclei in CH2CN" can be exchanged with the deuterons of
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heavy water.

A general picture is now beginning to emerge in which it is seen

that the exchange processes only become favourable when the acid-

ity of the exchange reagent is just a little below the relevant

acidity of the parent neutral of the anion. For example, enolate

anions which do not exchange with water [9] are found to exchange

with methanol [22,23].

With the exception of some special cases such as the anion de-

rived from glycol aldehyde which may exchange the hydroxyl hydro-

gen through a symmetric intermediate

CH-O" ._„_,. [CH-OD "I* _,. CH-OD ,_,.
II + D2° - II OD" - II +HDO (21)
CH-OH [CH-OD J CH-O"

it is normally necessary to be able to write the structure of the

anion in such a way that the charge becomes localised at a site

bearing a hydrogen atom - the atom which is to be exchanged. In-

ternal hydrogen transfers may take place within the anion itself,

for example

CH3ÓHCHCHD~ S'CHJCHCHO^D (22)

with the result that more external transfers can take place than

would have been expected. The "complex ion" mechanism as proposed

by DePuy et al. [9] which involves acid/base proton transfer is

simple and, so far as we are aware, is able to explain all the

observations to date.

Some caution has to be exercised when using the technique diag-

nostically, but in the case of CUHÊ ions the results are clearcut.

DePuy et al. [9] have shown that under flowing afterglow condit-

ions the allyl anion will exchange four, but not more than four,

of its hydrogen nuclei with deuterons from heavy water. Table 1

shows that under ICR conditions it is possible to observe the ex-

change of up to four nuclei. However, at that point the high pres-

sure operating limit of the instrument is reached and so Table 1

also records the corresponding results for the CH-CDCHl/H-O system.

There it is seen that no back exchange of the centrally located

deuteron occurs.

These results show that no interchange takes place between the

central and the terminal hydrogens in the allyl anion. There re-
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mains the possibility that the terminal hydrogens may be inter-

changing amongst themselves, but if so, then it cannot be through

any mechanism which involves 1,2-hydrogen shifts.

(b) Nitrous oxide/propene mixtures

In order to probe into the hydrogen composition of the two term-

inal methylene groups of the allyl anion it is necessary to find

some reaction of the ion which involves the specific transfer of

two terminal hydrogen nuclei. The reaction mechanism should either

be known or be readily predictable, and none of the proposed re-

action intermediates should have any propensity for internal

scrambling.

There exists one reported [20,24] reaction of the allyl anion

which involves the transfer of two hydrogen atoms, namely

C3 H5
N2° C3 H3 N2

H2° (23)

but unfortunately the mechanism of the reaction is uncertain. Smit

and Field [24] have proposed a cyclisation reaction leading to the

formation of a pyrazole anion

_,* _ H — -i*

CHa o

HC——N

(23a)

HC—N

HC—CH

HC—N

C

-HjO
-

H' H

Shapiro et al. [20] propose that the reaction is simply a linear

addition, and that the product is the l-diazoprop-2-enyl anion.

«N — • (CH2=CH-CH-N=N-O"]
(23b)
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This mechanism is supported by the knowledge that in the two cases

for which labelling studies have been carried out [1,25] it has

been found that nitrous oxide reacts by its terminal and not its

central nitrogen atom. The intermediate ion [CH2=CH-CH-N=N-OH]*

proposed by Shapiro et al. [20] could undergo internal hydrogen

scrambling

CH; CHH'

ii (24a)

although orbital symmetry requirements predict that the process

would have to take place antarafacially.

"External" hydrogen exchange during the loss of a water molecule

is not expected to take place in the proposed complex ion [26]

H'O" HO~

CHH'=CH-CH=N=N
(24b)

There is an alternative to the second step as proposed by Shapiro

et al. [20], -namely that water elimination could occur as a six

electron 1,3-pericyclic process

V ~CH2-CH=C=N=N H2O (23c)

If this mechanism were to be operative then the possibility of

scrambling would be confined to the first intramolecular mecha-

nism.

Table 2 lists the product distributions which were measured when

working with the labelled allyl anions derived from CH3CH=CD- and

CDjCI^CH,. Most experiments were carried out using a propene to

nitrous oxide ratio of 1:3, which was found to be optimal for the

production of ions in the m/z 67 to 69 range. Under these condi-

tions the sum of H2O and D2O formation predominates over HDO

formation by a factor of 4.
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TABLE 2.

Results obtained for the reaction between allyl anions and nitrous oxide

Reactants
(mixture ratioa)

Single resonance ion currents

C3HnD(5-n)
r H n ra
C3HnD(3-n)N2 D.R.)C

Ion currents derived Extent of competing pyrazole
_ from a selected reac- formation (reaction (23a))
r tant ion only (by or H-scrambling

m/z=41 42 43 44 67 68 69 67 68 69

CH,-CH=CH,/NOO
(1/3)*

CH,-CD=CH /N,O
(1/3 2

CH,-CH=CD ,/N_O
3 d / 3 ) 2 2

CH,-CH=CD /N„O
(2/3) 2

CD,-CH=CH /N,O
(1/3)^

96"

96

34

26

59

70

75 16

100 -

2 98

From m/z 41
100 -

From m/z 42
1 99 -

From m/z 43
49 25 26 41 22 37

From m/z 43
47 21 32 46 9 45

From m/z 43
33 24 43 36 20 44

2 ± 1% 1,2-H-scrambling or
incorrect labelling

21 ± 3% pyrazole formation or
32 ± 5% 1,3-H-scramblinge

8 ± 3% pyrazole formation or
12 ± 4% 1,3-H-scramblinge

19 ± 4% pyrazole formation or
29 ± 6% 1,3-H-scramblinge

a -5
Total pressure in all cases 4 x10 torr. .,
All ion currents derived from single resonance signal intensities by division by mass, and correction for C
and incomplete D-labelling.
Quantitative double resonance on the product ions was used to derive the relative contributions of all precur-
sor ions to each product ion. The contributions of a selected precursor ion were then used to correct the ob-
served total intensities of the product ions to give the values in this column.
There was a 4% signal at m/z 40 due to H+*-abstraction from propene by O " .
These figures have been calculated using 2 ±1% as the extent of 1,2-H-scrambling (from the propene-2d-system).



s It is clear that the direct formation of pyrazole cannot be more

\ than a minor process and that the methylene groups of the allyl

anion have not become totally scrambled prior to reaction. The

results for the CH2CDCH2 anion show that the central hydrogen

(deuterium) is not involved in the formation of the water mole-

cule so there is at least some specificity to the reaction. It is

felt that the diazoalkene formation reaction is operative, accom-

panied by a certain degree of the proposed reaction complex scram-

bling.

It is found that raising the relative amount of propene in the

mixture lowers even further the loss of HDO relative to 11,0 and

D~0 from the collision complex. At a propene/N_0 ratio of 2:3,

where the overall yield of the relevant product ions is still

sufficient for performing quantitative double resonance experi-

ments, the total H~0 + D~0 loss compared to the HDO loss has

levelled off at a value of 10 : 1 (Table 2). This apparent reduc-

tion in the amount of scrambling may be explained as follows: when

the mixture is richer in propene more allyl anions are formed

cleanly by direct proton abstraction by thermally hot O*~ions

(reaction (11), vide supra).

The complexity of the reaction discussed prevents us from drawing

definite conclusions about possible terminal hydrogen scrambling

within the allyl anions, though it has given new insight into the

mechanism of the reaction.

A reaction system designed to avoid the pitfalls encountered here

will now be discussed.

1 (a) Nitrous oxide/pvopene/aarbonyl fluoride mixtures

The observation that the addition of an anion to a molecule con-

taining an activated double bond is often accompanied by a 1,2

elimination across the new bond [27] led us to envisage that car-

bonyl fluoride might react with the allyl anion (and other anions

containing terminal -CH,- groups) in such a way that one, or hope-

fully both, of the methylene hydrogen atoms would be lost from
: its collision complex

F J\.CH2=CH-CH2 + F2C=O -• CH2=CH-C-C-CT •*• 2 HF + CH2=CH-C=C-Cr (25)

H F
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However, the announcement of the nitrous oxide reaction caused us

to deviate temporarily from the plan to investigate reactions with

carbonyl fluoride in the vain hope that the experimental difficul-

ties associated with handling such a chemically reactive reagent

could be avoided. Upon investigation (see Table 3) it was found

that the proposed reaction (25) does actually occur, there being

little if any product formed with the loss of one molecule of

hydrogen fluoride only.

The above model reaction (25) has thus proved to be of great pre-

dictive value, but we would not like to exclude the possibility

that the reaction proceeds in a less concerted manner than the

strict formality of the model suggests. By way of comparison with

the nitrous oxide reaction it is important te stress that the

relevant features of this reaction are unambiguous. It is clear

that the products have enhanced thermochemical stability, and

there does not appear to be any reason why scrambling should take

place within the proposed collision complex.

The results set out in Table 3 show that the C^H-D» anions gene-

rated from CH3CH=CD2 and CD3CH=CH2 react with carbonyl fluoride

according to equation (25) in such a way that the collision com-

plexes lose on average >45% 2HF, >45% 2DF and <10% HF + DF. This

corresponds to an allyl anion population comprising >90% CH-CHCD-

and <10% CHDCHCHD". The possibility cannot be totally excluded

that this apparent degree of scrambling could be due in part to

an internal H/D exchange process, but it is our opinion that it

may all be explained by the deficiencies known to exist in the

method used to generate the labelled anions. Although 0'" appears

to be the best reagent available for the generation of allyl

anions from specifically labelled propenes, even it suffers the

limitation that some degree of external H/D exchange cannot be

avoided. For example, the following set of reactions may be ex-

pected from propene-d2

0-+ CH3CH=CD2

OH" + CH3CH=CD2
[H20 + CD2CHCH2] * •+ H20 + CD2CHCH2 m/z 43 (26)

[HDO +CH2CHCHD"]* •+ HDO + CH2CHCHD~ m/z 42

[H-0 + CHDCHCHD-]*-* H,0 + CHDCHCHD" m/z 43
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TABLE 3.

Resul ts obta ined for the r eac t ion between a l l y l anions and carbonyl f luor ide

Reactants
(mixture r a t i o )

Single resonance ion currents

C3HnD"(5-n) 4 n (3-n)

Ion currents derived
from a selected reac- Extent of

- tant ion only (by H-scrambling
D.R.)

m/z =41 42 43 44 67 68 69 67 68 69

CH,-CH=THO/N„O/F,CO 91
(2/1/1? 2

CH -CD=CH,/N O/F-CO 9
{2/1/lf

CH-CH=CD2/N„O/F_CO 5
3 (2/2/2) 2

91

25 70

100 -
From m/z 41
100 -

From m/z 42
2 98 1 99 -

From m/z 43
46 15 39 45 6 49

2 ±1% 1,2-H-scrambling
or incorrect labelling

7 ±3% 1,3-H-scramblinge

CD -CH=CH2/N,O/F,CO
J (2/1/1) *

3 82 15 36 17 47 44 8 48 11 ±4% 1,3-H-scrambling

a -5
b Total pressure in all cases 4x10 torr. cb

All ion currents derived from single resonance signal intensities by division by mass, and correction for
and incomplete D-labelling.
Quantitative double resonance on the product ions were used to derive the relative contributions of a l l precur-
sor ions to each product ion. The contributions of a selected precursor ion were then used to correct the

, observed total intensities of the product ions to give the values in this column.
There was a 9% signal at m/z 40 due to HJ*abstraction from propene by O"~.
These figures have been calculated using 2 + 1% as the extent of 1,2-H-scrambling (from the propene-2-d-system) .
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It may be seen from Table 3 that in the case of the mass spectrum

of the N-O/CHgd^CD-ZFjCO system the ions C,H.D~ and C.3H3D2 were

present in the ratio of 25 : 70. It is thus quite conceivable that

of these C3H3D,-ions about 10 parts could be due to CHCDCHCHD"

ions derived from the double external exchange reaction (26).

There is a possible complication concerning the use of carbonyl

fluoride as a reagent for these purposes and that is that there

might be a competing hydride transfer reaction

C,H~ + CF_O •*• CjH,. + CHF,O"
i b 2 J 4 ?+ (27)

CFO~ + HF

This is awkward because it just so happens that CHF-O" has the

same nominal mass as the product ion of reaction (25). However,

the occurrence of this process has been disproved by the use of

C3D5 which did not react to give an ion of m/z 68, the expected

product of reaction (27).

SUMMARY

The experimental results presented here, and the results of

Shapiro et al. [9] show that the central hydrogen atom in the

"thermal" allyl anion does not undergo internal exchange with the

terminal hydrogen nuclei. Our results have further shown that in

long lived allyl anions which react with carbonyl fluoride less

than 10% of interchange had taken place between the two groups of

terminal hydrogen atoms. Since internal hydrogen rearrangement

reactions are normally very fast, the very fact that such a small

upper limit can be placed on the amount of internal rearrangement

which may have taken place within ions which have lived for about

1 ms is of itself sufficient to suggest that the observed 1,3-

hydrogen scrambling is caused by external exchange only and that

the real internal scrambling is in fact zero.

It would appear from the results presented here, that when the

signal to noise ratio of the experiment can be improved, the re-

action of (labelled) C,Hj~ions with nitrous oxide might provide a

means whereby the stable structure of C,Hj-could be established.*

Attempts using the new PTICR instrument have still failed to resolve this
question.
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CHAPTER 3

THE (M-H) AND (M-H2) ANIONS FROM ACETONE

3.1. 1,1 AND 1,3 ELIMINATIONS OF WATER FROM THE REACTION

COMPLEX OF O"" WITH 1,1,1-TRIDEUTEROACETONE*

It is known that O~" reacts in the gas phase with many small orga-

nic molecules to abstract not only H* or H+ but also H~* [1-5].

The early work on ethylene [1] and saturated nitriles [2] suggested

that when H^' abstraction occurred, it involved two hydrogen atoms

attached to the same activated carbon centre. Benzene [3] was soon

found to be an exception to this rule, and when labelling studies

were carried out on m-xylene [3] it was found that one hydrogen

from each of the methyl groups was abstracted. Deuterium labelling

of propyne [4] revealed that with that compound both 1,3- and

3,3-Ht" abstraction occurred and that the isomeric ions thus

formed remained distinct.

A study of acetone and other ketones [5], some of which were

fully labelled in both the a (acidic) positions, showed that only

the a-hydrogens were involved in the H+* abstraction. The fact

that di-isopropyl ketone failed to exhibit the formation of an

(M - Ho)"*ion suggested once again that the two hydrogens must

come from the same carbon centre.

We have now used ICR mass spectrometry [6] to study the reactions

of O~* with 1,1,l-trideuteroacetone [7]. This has revealed that

1,1-Hi* abstraction is the minor process, and that 1,3 abstraction

accounts for 56 ± 2% of this reaction channel [8]. Furthermore,

there is a specific subsequent fragmentation of two of these

radical ions in a collisionally induced process as indicated by

a positive double resonance signal [9]:

-Hi

H-CEC-O- (1)

0"" + CH3COCD3 -HDO >CH2=C-CD2
 +&Ey no methyl radical loss (2)

15» J --CD3 ^

*
J.H.J. Dawson, A.J. Noest and N.M.M. Nibbering, Int. J. Mass Spectr. Ion

Phys. 3£ (1979) 189.
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This demonstrates that these ions have not undergone isomerisations

through internal hydrogen rearrangements. In addition it should

be noted that a study of the CH3COCH3/CD3COCD3/N2O mixture has

shown that intermoleoulca> H/D exchange reactions [4,10-12] do not

occur in the acetone system under the experimental conditions of

this work,.

MECHANISTIC CONCLUSIONS

18
O~" work [5,13] has shown that the tetrahedral intermediate

O~

CH3—C—CH3

O'

does not occur in the reaction pathway by which the (M - H)~ and

(M-H2)"' ions are formed from acetone; rather it seems that the

reaction intermediate takes the form of a hydrogen-bonded complex

ion, perhaps:

\ + - /
H---CH2

Nc=o

H-—"CH

-I A

CH,

1,3 elimination
of H2O

1,1 elimination
of HjO

C—O

The observed relative yields of reactions (l)-(3) are in close
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agreement with the values of 27 : 59 : 14 calculated (kH/kD= 1.4)

for random (H,D)_"' abstraction by 0~* from the two methyl groups.

However, we stress that, though the abstraction process appears

to be random, the product ions are not internally scrambled.

3.2. CONCERNING THE GAS-PHASE ENOLATE ANION PROM ACETONE*

In the field of positive-ion gas-phase chemistry it is often

found that the ions undergo extremely rapid internal hydrogen

rearrangements [14] . The field of negative-ion chemistry is by

comparison almost unexplored, but a picture is beginning to

emerge in which anions are seen to be much less prone to internal

hydrogen rearrangements. This is borne out both by the results

of probe reactions on specifically deuterated anions [4,15-17]

and by the limited number of exchangeable hydrogen atoms observed

for a variety of anions [10,18,19].

We now wish to report that CH^COCH-r the conjugate base of acetone,

is also stable with respect to internal 1,3-hydrogen shifts.

CHjCOCD, and CD-jCOCHZ ions were generated in an ion cyclotron

resonance spectrometer from 1,1,1-trideuteroacetone [7] by proton

and deuteron transfer to various alkoxide anions:

,ROH + CD,COCH~ (4a)
RO" + CD,COCH3^

 Z

J ^ROD + ~CD2COCH3 (4b)

The alkoxide anions were generated from alkyl nitrites by dis-

sociative electron attachment

RONO + e + RO" f NO' (5)

The k i n e t i c i so tope e f f e c t in r s a c t i o n (4) v a r i e s with the

strength of the base

t-BuO" n-BuO" EtO" MeO" OH"
[CD3COCH-2] _ *H _ , 0 , 1 1 2 lmJl l 6 1 , . 5 , 0 . 0 5

[CH3COCD2] kD

there being a l o g i c a l trend to larger i sotope e f f e c t s as the

oxide base becomes weaker [20] (an anomalous figure of 1.73 was

recorded for the combined e f f e c t s of abstraction by H~ and NĤ

* A.J. Noest and N.M.M. Nibbering, Int. J. Mass Spectr. Ion Phys. 34_ (1980)

383.
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generated simultaneously from ammonia).

Subsidiary experiments [16,21,22] on a mixture of acetone and

acetone-d, showed that under similar experimental conditions the

C,H,-O~ and C3DcO~ ions do not undergo hydrogen/deuterium exchange

reactions although they do react slowly by simple proton/deuteron

transfer, for example

CH,COCHl + CD,COCD, •*• CH,COCH~D + CD7C0CD!T (6a)

However, it was found that these ions do react with the neutral

nitrite molecules which are present in the system

CD3COCH2 + RONO •* C3HD3NO~ + ROH (7a)

CH3COCD~ + RONO -> C3H3DNOr + ROD (7b)

These reactions fall into the class in which a nucleophilic

attack at the nitrogen atom is followed by a 1,2-elimination [17,

23]

CH3COCD2 + RO—N=0

+ D OR ~|*

CH3CO—C—N—0" ' (8)

+ D

CH3COCD=N—0~ + ROD

In the case of n-butyl nitrite it was found that the specificity

for the loss of n-BuO# in reaction (6a) is 98 ± 1% and for loss of

n-BuOZ? in reaction (6b) 96 ± 1%. Similar results were found for

methyl, ethyl and t-butyl nitrites, but as these reactions pro-

ceed more slowly the signal-to-noise ratio of the instrument is

worsened and the error limit increased. The high specificity ob-

served in the hydrogen and deuterium transfers in reactions (6a,b)

supports the mechanism suggested under (8), and shows that in

these relatively long-lived (10~3s) quasi-thermal ions no inter-

nal hydrogen rearrangements occur.
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CHAPTER 4

NEGATIVE ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS OF ALIPHATIC

NITRITES STUDIED BY ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE*

INTRODUCTION

Organic nitrites have served as substrates for gas phase reaction

kinetic analyses [1] and as sources of alkyl and alkoxy radicals

in mass spectrometric determinations of ionization energies [2].

The application of nitrites in the field of negative ion mass

spectrometry originates from the work of Jager and Henglein [3]

who showed inter alia, that ethoxide anions can be generated very

effectively by dissociative attachment of low energy electrons

to neutral molecules of ethyl nitrite. Subsequently, various

studies have made use of this process simply as a source of

alkoxide anions which have then been allowed to react with nume-

rous types of neutral molecules, often resulting in proton ab-

straction or addition-elimination reactions [4]. Most of these

studies have aimed at clarifying the mechanisms and/or kinetic

schemes of these reactions, but there has also been a report on

the application of organic nitrites in negative chemical ioniza-

tion (NCI) mass spectrometry [5] . Since practical interest in this

field is growing rapidly, a study of the ion-molecule chemistry

of organic nitrites seems to be desirable to facilitate the in-

terpretation of nitrite NCI spectra. Complications may arise in

such spectra if the anions generated from the sample molecules

react further with the neutral nitrite molecules, leading to un-

expected peaks at m/z values above the molecular weight of the

sample molecules.

In this study various such reactions have been found to occur at

relatively low pressures in an ion cyclotron resonance (ICR)

spectrometer, and their mechanisms have been investigated by
2

changing the substitution patterns of the reactants and by H and
18O labelling. It is shown that some general trends in reactivity

can be distinguished, which may be useful in predicting the form-

ation of product ions in other cases. Moreover, some of the

hitherto uncertain aspects of primary ion formation from organic

A.J. Noest and N.M.M. Nibbering, Adv. Mass Spectrom. 8A (1980) 227.
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nitrites have been elucidated and are briefly reported here. A

study of the ion-molecule chemistry (both positive and negative

ions) of organic nitrites alone has appeared recently [6]. To-

gether with the results of that study, the conclusions reached

here may help in the interpretation of nitrite NCI spectra.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

§ 1. PRIMARY ION FORMATION FROM ORGANIC NITRITES

It is usual for the following ions to be generated as primary

products of dissociative electron capture processes of nitrites

at low electron energies (<leV) .

^ n + l 0» 0* thermal' CnH2n + l°

C n H 2n- l ° '

HNOT

+ NO

+ 'NO

+ C H
n

+ H 2

2n°

(1)

(2)

(3)

For all the nitrites listed in Table 1, the relative yields of

reactions (1), (2) and (3) are almost independent of the electron

energy. However, the total yield drops sharply as the electron

energy is raised above the minimum value at which our instrument

can operate reliably (=0.5 eV), and becomes almost zero at 2 eV.

At 10 eV the yields begin to rise again, but this effect is due

to the presence in the ICR spectrometer of low energy scattered

and/or secondary electrons. When such slow electrons are expelled

(by excitation of their transverse motion in the ICR cell) the

ionization yield drops considerably (>tenfold).

TABLE 1

Nitrites used in this study

CH3ONO; CH3
18ONO

n-C 4 H g ONO; n - C ^ g j 4 g 2 4 g 2

t -C 4 H g ONO

n - C c H . , O N O ; i s o - C , H , , O N O ; n e o - C . H , , O N O
b 11 5 1 1 5 1 1

Whilst a straightforward mechanism suggests itself for the form-

ation of cn
H2n+l°~' s o m e doubt may exist with respect to the

formation of HNO~* and CnH2_iO~.

The HNO~* ion has now been shown to always contain an a-hydrogen
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atom. This is exemplified by the absence of this ion in the spec-

trum of t-C^HgONO, which does not show a CH3NO~' signal either.

Definitive proof about the manner of formation of HNO~* is pro-

vided by the complete changeover to DNO~* in the case of n-

C.HgONO-a-d,, whereas it remains unaltered in the cases of n-

C4H9ONO-0-d2 and n-C4H9ONO-y-d2.

With respect to the formation of C H_ ,0" it should be noted

that no such ions are generated from CHgONO, t-C4H„ONO or neo-

CcH-.ONO, whereas they do appear exclusively as C.H,DO~ ions

when generated from n-C.HgONO-a-d, and n-C.HgONO-ft-d,. Further-

more, at low pressures (<10~^torr) weak positive double resonance

signals have been observed for the process

Cn H2n +l°" *
 CnH2n-l°" + H2 <4>

These observations taken together prove that the hydrogen mole-

cule is lost exclusively by a 1,2-elimination, which can be pro-

moted by a collisionally induced decomposition of the cn
H2n+l°~

ions. Since CnH2n+1O~ ions generated by proton abstraction from

C H- +j0H do not show this effect, we suppose it to be due to

the presence of internal excitation energy in the ions generated

from nitrites, which may put at least a fraction of them close to

the energy barrier threshold for 1,2-elimination of molecular

hydrogen. The generation of excited alkoxide anions from nitrites

is also suggested by the observation of endothermic ion-molecule

reactions [7].

§ 2. ION-NEUTRAL NITRITE REACTIONS

The following types of anions (Table 2) have been tested for re-

actions with the neutral nitrites listed in Table 1.

TABLE 2

Types of precursor ions tested for reaction with neutral nitrites:

0"* , 180~', OH", 180H~

RO" (R as in Table 1)

Enolates: RCH=CXO~

Amides: R'NR"

Alkenyls: CH2=CX-CH$, C3H~ and C3H~'

Cyanides: RR'C=C=N~

F l u o r i d e s : F~, CF^, R 2 C F ~ an<* F 2 C = C H ~
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For convenience of discussion, the observed reactions have been

classified into types used routinely in physical organic chem-

istry [8]: (1) SN2 substitution reactions; (2) E2 elimination re-

actions (and related clustering reactions); (3) addition-elimina-

tion reactions.

§ 2.1. SN2 Substitution Reactions

This type of reaction, as shown in Eqn (5), is probably the most

common to be observed in the reaction of undelocalised anions

with nitrites.

Y~ + R—0N0 -> Y—R + NC>2 (5)

With the exception of neo-C5Hi;.ONO, the NO2 ion is the major re-

action product from every type of nitrite serving as neutral re-

actant for "hard" [9] anions. The reason for the striking lack

of SN2 reactivity in the neo-CcHL.ONO case is certainly the ex-

tensive steric hindrance due to the bulky alkyl group, preventing

any but perhaps the smallest anions from attacking the a-carbon

centre. (This is also a well established fact in solution chem-

istry.) 0~' and 0H~ do react with neo-CcH.jONO to give NOI, but

'0 labelling shows that this is not via an S.,2 reaction pathway18,

(see paragraph 2.3). N0;> is also formed in reactions with t-

C.HgONO, even though SN2 reactions are to be excluded on the

basis of even larger steric effects. The explanation for this

process (which occurs at a rate roughly four times slower than

with n-C.H„ONO) must be an E2-elimination which will be discussed

in paragraph 2.2. This alternative pathway is clearly not possible

for CH,ONO. For this compound double resonance experiments com-
18bined with O labelling have proved that the following ions

yield NO2 via an SN2 reaction: NH2, 0~* , 0H~, RO" (R=alkyl).

§2.2. E2 Elimination Reactions (and related clustering)

As mentioned in the previous section, the attack of hard anions

on t-C-HgONO, where an S.,2 reaction is sterically excluded, still

results in NO2 formation. This clearly indicated that an E2 eli-

mination process is operative as visualised in reaction (6).

Y"H. .0N0 .
->- YH + ^C=C< + NO" (6)
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This is further substantiated by the observations that in reaction

with ^OH" there is only some 10% incorporation of the label into

NOl, and that with NHl the product ion is mainly (>90%) NO^. For

the type and formation of the minor products in these systems see

paragraph 2.3.

In the case of neo-C,-H, ̂ NO the E2 reaction is impossible because

of the absence of f$-hydrogen atoms, and steric hindrance precludes

the SN2 mechanism (see paragraph 2.1). Taken together these facts

account for the low yields of NO~ observed in this system.

Additionaly, it should be noted that some other types of elimina-

tion process have been found to occur. They have been represented

schematically in reactions (7) and (8) below.

JC—0— NO—1-> YH + ̂ C=0 + NO (7)

L»Y---S--NO~ + C=O (8)

Generally, neither of these is found to represent more than a

few percent (<10%) of the total product ion formation. An exception

occurs when the neutral reactant is neo-Cj-H. ,ONO, where S..2 and

E2 are not possible, or if the reactant ion is both of a delocal-

ized , soft type and structurally incapable of undergoing other

competing processes (see end of paragraph 2.3). Only when these

conditions are met can the clustering reaction (8) be observed

to be a major one. Even with neo-C5H11ONO as the neutral reactant,

the relative abundance of the cluster ion increases from negli-

gible (=2%) to major upon changing the precursor ion from 0H~

through the alkoxide series to neo-C,-H 0~. it is particularly

high with nitrile anions which lack ot-hydrogen atoms. The rela-

tive yields of reaction (7) decrease at the expense of that of

reaction (8). For completeness it should be mentioned that re-

actions (7) and (8) are not seen with t-C4Hg0N0 as neutral re-

actant because of its lack of a-hydrogen atoms.

In conclusion it may be stated that of the nitrites studied here

t-C.HgONO is the only compound where E2 elimination represents by

far the major reaction channel leading to any product ion and the

only channel when NO^ is the product ion. Experimental results

for this system therefore reflect the E2 reactivity only. This
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has been observed for the following precursor ions: 0H~f 0~*, NHr,

CH3O~, CH3NH~, RO" (in order of decreasing activity).

5 2.3. Addition-Elimination Reactions

The first direct evidence for this type of reaction has emerged
18 —from the interaction of 0~" with some nitrites, leading to at

least a partial incorporation of the label into the NOl product

ions:

ft
OR

N16 018 0_ + R Q. (g)

The clearest example of reaction (9) is that with neo-CcH,,ONO as

neutral reactant, where other reaction channels are largely sup-

pressed (see paragraphs 2.1 and 2.2):

neo-CgH^ONO + 1 8O T i^i- N0l80~ + neo-CgH^O' ( 1 O a )

k10a a 2 0 JQ N02 +neo-C5H11
l80* (10b)

k10b

18An analogous process with OH~ as reactant ion leads to roughly

the same product ion distribution:

neo-C5Hl;iONO +
 l8OH" - ^ NO18O" + neo-C5H11OH (lla)

> 10 J ^ 4 N O 2 +neo-C5Hi:i
18OH (lib)

Before treating examples of other .anions which react with neo-

CcH.-ONO, it is worth mentioning that it is possible to observe

the corresponding ions with almost any of the tested nitrites

listed in Table 1, albeit less prominently. The extent to which

the addition-elimination process can compete with other processes,

is illustrated by the following labelling results:

CH,I8O~ + CH,ONO £S^ • N16Or 83 ± 4% (12a)
J 3 -(CH3)2O *

Addition

CH
 1 8 o "1*

CH

>_0- Elimination/ )NO18O- „ ± 4 % ( 1 2 b )

'3
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Assuming a negligible 0/ 0 isotope effect on the branching

ratio of the elimination step, the addition-elimination pathway

accounts for 34% of the total reaction rate constant for NO»

formation.

When hard anions as in the previous example are allowed to react

with nitrites which can also yield NO, by an E2 reaction, the re-

lative contribution of the addition-elimination channel generally

drops to about 15-20%. t-C.H.ONO is particularly unreactive in

this manner and in this case the addition-elimination channel is

always less than 10%.

Various examples will now be given to illustrate the wide variety

of anions which start to react with nitrites via an addition step,

leading to the formation of a new 0—N, N—N or C—N bond. This

seems to be somewhat in contrast to the behaviour of the iso-

electronic carbonyl compounds, where only a rather limited number

of anions attack via such an addition step [10],
(i) Amide anions

R O R O" | \ _ s°
>N

O«• H / XOR' + H 0 R

Products have been observed for R - H and CH,. (CH3)2&T has also

been tested, but gave no observable product.

Reaction (13) leads to the formation of a new N— Nbond, a process

which seems not to have been reported before in anionic gas phase

chemistry. One member of the class of product ions from this re-

action, i.e. HNNO", has been reported by DePuy et al.[ll], but

they formed it by an H~ transfer from HNO~" to N20.

(ii) Enolate anions

Products have been observed for all but two of the enolate anions

tested: for X = H and R = H, C.H., CD,CH,, n-C,H_ and iso-C,H7; for

X = D and R = C,Hc; for R = H and X=H, CH,, OCH,, N(CH,)_; and for

the ion "0—CH=CD—C2Hg .
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The two enolate anions which failed to give product ions in ob-

servable yields, contain the groups R = H and X=F, CF3. Although

the thermochemistry of these reactions is not known because of

the lack of relevant AH, values for the ions involved, we specu-

late that the failure to observe reaction (14) for the enolate

anions with R = H and X = F or CF^ might be explained by the in-

creased stability of these precursors. This will cause reaction

(14) to be less exothermic or even endothermic.

For the rest of the enolate anions this reaction predoutinates

heavily over all three possible processes leading to NO2 formation

(SN2, E2 and a possible addition of the oxygen centre of the

enolate to the nitrite, followed by loss of a vinylic ether mole-

cule) and this even holds for cases where the neutral reactant

is a straight chain alkyl nitrite such as C2H5ONO. In fact, double

resonance shows that only very little NO, formation occurs in all

the cases mentioned above.

A special example of reaction (14) is shown in Eqn (15). It is

mentioned here only to further support the proposed mechanism of

the formation and the structure of the product ions. The impli-

cations for the unscrambled nature of the enolate anion of acetone

are to be reported elsewhere [12].

(M-Hf
kH = 1.72 ± 0.05

n-C4HqONO
" - H I " — *" ^ ~ - ~ x > g ? % -

3 H 4 9 'St.
3 H

Analogously
_ n-CdHQONO Q iO

(M-D) 4-2 * [X-] -—_•• ROB + £ " ^B3C- Y "
(iii) Alkenyl anions

HOR1

V +

„H2

c( V . „ -,
CH2 OR' -Ó-N I > H (16)

X-Cf - h -> X-C; V —• X-Cf - %
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Product ions generated via reaction (16) are observed for all the

tested members of this class of precursor ions, i.e. X = H, D, CH~

CN, CF3.

With allyl-l,l-d2 anions, which are known not to scramble their

hydrogen atoms internally [13], it is found that half of the pro-

duct ions retain both deuterium atoms and the other half one deu-

terium atom, which is precisely as predicted by the proposed re-

action (16). Another example of reaction (16) is provided by the

ions generated from the reaction of 0~" with CD.j-C=CH, which have

been shown to be [14]: (a) CD^-C=C~; (b) CD2=C=CH~; (c) "CDpC=C~

and (d) CD=C=CH~". The ions (a) and (c) do not react with neo-

CcH-.ONO, whereas ions (b) and (d) react in the following ways:

CD2=C=CH

k17a _ x
k17b

CD=C=CH~

kl8a:k18b

+

2

• +

RONO

RONO

•k ~ 1
•Kl8c J

->• R O D -

•+ R O H -

•+ R O " -

-+ ROH H

•* ROD H

:4:2

h HC=C—CD=NO
h D2C==C=C=NO"

h C3HDNO~

1- C3DNO-'

h C3HNO-'

(17a)
(17b)

(18a)

(18b)

(18c)

(iv) ïlitvile anions

For nitriles possessing a-hydrogen atoms a mechanism resembling

(14-16) is again feasible:

X - OR' R _ > I
11
C

"N •* NSC-C-N * Tf.' - •! (19)

ft H OR' ^ + 'Ó
HOR'

Product ions which can be explained by reaction (19) have been

observed for R = H, CHj, CD3 and C2H,-.

It is especially true in the cases of the simpler nitrile anions

(such as CH2CN~) that this reaction is found to compete very

effectively with other processes mentioned in paragraphs 2.1 and

2.2, even when straight chain nitrites like C2H,-ONO and n-C4H„ONO

are chosen as neutral reactants. Proof for the mechanism proposed
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in reaction (19) is provided by the anion CDjCHCN" which loses

only ROH, but not ROD from its collision complex with RONO.

It is to be expected that the ions (CH3) 2C=C=N~, c-C3H^=C=N~ ,

c-C4H^=C=N" and CH2=C=C=N~ do not react as defined by Eqn (19)

because they all lack a-hydrogen atoms. However, they all give

rise to the formation of product ions having m/z values 29 mass

units higher than the reactant ions, albeit with rate constants

that are about 10 to 40 times slower than in the case of CHjCHCN".

These product ions are consistently observed and double resonance

has confirmed that they do originate from the precursor anions

mentioned. Since the latter have been generated by proton abstract-

ion with RO~ from their corresponding neutral nitriles, one could

perhaps doubt whether this step involves only a-proton abstraction.

However, for at least two of the nitriles, CH2=CHCN and C-C3H5CN,

deuterium labelling has proved conclusively that a-proton abstract-

ion is the sole process [15]. Although information about the

structure of the product ions is not available, we tentatively

propose the following mechanisms:

HOR

-» "Xf (20)
RONO ' "H* ~" HoC-

1
O R H2

This unusual product ion will derive stabilisation from the com-

bined effects of the dipole moments of the —CN and —NO groups act-

ing upon the carbanion centre. The magnitude of this effect is

estimated to be approximately 38 kcal mol"1 [16].

HOR

(21)

H 2 C = C = N

RONO

As in the previous example, ion-dipole interactions will stabilize

the proposed structure of this product ion.
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RONO H^kcX^CN « V ^ (23)

H2

In these cases the release of ring strain, combined with the

energy gained by increased charge delocalization is thought to

promote the loss of a ROH molecule via a 1,3- or 1,4-elimination

pathway.

(v)Fluoride onions

Under the conditions of our experiments no appreciable product

ion formation has been seen to occur with either F~ , CFÖ,

CHF=CF~, F2C=CH~ CHF=C~' or CF2=C— as reactant ions. The

reason for this remains somewhat unclear, especially in the case

of the ion F2C=CH~ which was considered to be a good candidate

for undergoing an addition-elimination reaction.

CONCLUSION

The results reported here are relevant both for practical appli-

cations of nitrite NCI mass spectrometry and for the study of ion-

molecule reaction mechanisms. For example, it is to be expected

that many ions generated in a CI source will react further to

yield ions appearing at m/z values 28 and/or 30 units above the

molecular weight of the sample molecule.

It has been found that many types of anions react with nitrites

and that several distinct mechanisms are required to describe

the observed processes. One of these (the addition-elimination

pathway) should perhaps be highlighted, because it leads to for-

mation of new O—N, N—-N or C—N bonds and this process, first

However, see appendix 4.1(a)
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observed in solution by Claisen in 1877 [17], is now also found

to be a general feature of the gas phase anionic chemistry of

nitrites.

EXPERIMENTAL

ICR mass spectra were recorded on a modified Varian V5903 instrument,

fitted with a 2 inch oil diffusion pump and operated in the drift mode. The

construction of the cell, the filament current regulator and general operation

of the instrument have been described before [13].

CH3
18ONO [54% 1 O ], n-C4H9ONO-a-d2, n-C4HgONO-B-d2, n-C^gONO-y-^, t-C4HgONO

and neo-C-H..0N0 were all synthesized from the corresponding alcohols via

standard methods [18]. The syntheses of the labelled alcohols have been des-

cribed earlier [19]. All nitrites were purified by preparative gas chromato-
1 ft

graphy (T< 110°C) in an all-glass GC system, with the exception of CH, 0N0

which was distilled in vacuo twice, discarding the first and last 10% frac-

tions .

All other chemicals were commercial products subjected to at least two

freeze—pump-thaw cycles to remove non-condensable impurities.
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APPENDICES

4.1 COMPARISON WITH FA RESULTS

Concurrently with our work, De Puy's group has used a Flowing

Afterglow (FA) and, in one case, a Selected Ion Flow Tube (SIFT)

instrument to examine the same chemical systems. In most reac-

tions their results [20] agree with ours and one would be tempted

to think that the combined information of their reaction rate
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constants with our isotopic labelling and double resonance results

covers the subject satisfactorily. However, in a few cases there

are differences:

(a) They found reactions of F~ with nitrites, e.g.

15*
F" + neo-CgH^ONO >HFNO~ + (CHj) gCCHO

(CH3) 3CCHO

where the loss rate of F~ was almost equal to the ADO collision

rate [21]. Only the 15% yield of HFNO" was actually detected; the

NO" is thought to have suffered complete electron detachment/ which

seems quite likely in view of its electron affinity of only 24 meV.

The authors had to use their SIFT in order to study this reaction

since it is very difficult to generate sufficient F~ (at =1.7eV

from NF, or = 6 eV from CF^) in the presence of nitrites which

capture any (secondary) low energy electrons so efficiently that

the spectrometer becomes swamped by alkoxide and HNO~' ions.

We therefore decided to reinvestigate the reaction with our newly

built FTICR instrument (see part II of this thesis), which allows

ejection of abundant ions and accumulation of the remaining weak

signals until sufficient SNR is achieved. Our new results comple-

tely confirm those of DePuy's group and it appears that the sig-

nal of HFNO" was simply too weak to be seen in our old drift-cell

instrument.

(b) We studied the reaction of several enolate anions and found

in all cases the formation of keto-oxime anions (reaction 14, or

25 (i) below). DePuy's group studied some enolates that were more

symmetrically substituted than ours and found two additional re-

action channels, e.g.

•S-Lc H RONO ->

L"^"RO" " U

(25)

CH-r-C«-'C—C-Hc + ROH

H 3 — p=-'C
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+ CH3CN + ROH

(i-1*-) > CHj-C=N—5 + ROCOC2H5

The carboxylate anion is formed (ii) only if the precursor is not

a methylketone or an aldehyde. This suggests that it arises

through a rearrangement of the syn-form of the product of path

(i). The nitroso-anion (iii) is the result of a second addition-

-elimination step involving attack of R0r on the carbonyl func-

tion in the complex ion produced by the first step.

In our original set of enolate anions there were none that could

have yielded the carboxylate anion but the nitroso anion, said

to be prominent in the PA spectra of all enolates, should have

been seen by us as well.

We have now studied the anion from Et2CO and find qualitatively

the same results as DePuy et al [20]. Also, the anion from iso-

-butyraldehyde gives only the nitroso anion (reaction 26), again

in agreement with the FA results.

CH3
:—CHO + RONO

C 3

(CH3)2C=N-5 (26)

+ ROCHO

There remains a quantitative difference in the abundance of the

CH2NO~ from acetone enolate anion. With small nitrites we find

a yield below 1% (invisible in our old instrument) and with neo-

CgH.jONO it is 5%, presumably because of the absence of competing

SN2 or E2 channels. The FA results show tenfold higher yields,

which we would like to ascribe to the pressure differences be-

tween the two methods. In FA there is roughly l Torr of He present

as a carriergas, causing an ion-He collision rate of the order

of 107 s"1; in ICR there are only the rjsactant gases at pressures

of roughly 10"5 Torr for drift-cell and 10~6 Torr for FT-ICR.

Thus, the reactions seen under ICR conditions may be partially

due to non-thermal precursor ions. Moreover, any intermediate

ion-molecule complexes are not cooled by collisions. Under FA

conditions the precursor ions are certainly thermal and the
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intermediate complexes may be cooled if their lifetime exceeds

10 s. Such cooling does occur in many cases of interest, leading

even to the detection of fully thermalized ion-molecule complexes.

After the first addition step, the product complex (nitrosoketone

plus alkoxide anion) will contain a large internal energy from

the reaction enthalpy, the long-range ion-neutral interactions

and any precursor ion excess energy. This situation favors exit

channels with a high frequency factor, such as a H abstraction,

over others that involve extensive rearrangements of the con-

figuration of groups of adorns. On the other hand, if part of the

internal energy of the complex is removed by collision with He,

the lifetime of the complex increases and rearrangement reactions

can compete, especially since the H transfers within the complex

may be reversible.

The qualitative explanation given above could be tested by

variable pressure FA work.

4.2 PYROLYSIS ARTEFACTS? [23]

A recent paper by Caldwell and Bartmess [22] stresses the fact

that, if any (M-3)~ ions appear in NCI or ICR spectra of alcohols,

they are mostly due to pyrolysis of alcohol molecules to alde-

hydes, a process that occurs readily in an ionization gauge or an

ion-getter pump. Many previous authors seem to have overlooked

this artefact, so the criticism is well warranted. Since alkyl-

nitrites are well known to pyrolize very easily to aldehydes their

criticism is extended to the observation of C H~ _,O" ions in the

spectra of C H- ,,ONO. Although the main thrust is deservedly

directed against the result of experiments [6] in which the use

of an ion pump obviously led to abundant artefacts, there is also

the suggestion that our finding of a collisionally induced H~

loss from C Ho ,.0" is in doubt,n 2n+l
We have been fully aware of the danger of pyrolysis artefacts

from the very start of our work on nitrites. The measures we took

to ensure the integrity of our results were (apart from the care-

ful sample purification and handling already reported in chapter

4) :

- Checking the effect of a switched-off ionization gauge on the
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intensity of the cn
H2n-l°~ ion* T n i s w a s always negligible, due

to its position down-stream from the cell.

- Testing by DR that cn
H2n+l^~ w a s t n e P r e c u r s o r ^n a reaction

with an activation barrier. Positive DR signals were invariably

found, although weakly so for small nitrites. To make doubly sure,

we added the corresponding aldehyde that would have been formed

by pyrolysis and then found large negative DR signals from any

anion that was basic enough, including C H_ + 10~. An extreme case

of collision induced decomposition occurs with t-BuONO. Even with

the ionization gauge on, there is only a fraction of one percent

of m/z 57, the acetone enolate anion. Irradiating the t-BuO~ ion

leads to a many-fold increase in m/z 57 by collision induced CH.

loss, while there is no DR signal from any ion basic enough to

deprotonate any acetone that might have been formed by pyrolysis.
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CHAPTER 5

HOMOCONJUGATION VS. CHARGE DIPOLE INTERACTION EFFECTS IN

THE STABILIZATION OF CARBANIONS IN. THE GAS PHASE*

ABSTRACT

This paper reports the observation of a class of stable gas-phase primary

carbanions in which stability is conferred either by an intramolecular charge

dipole interaction or by homoconjugative effects. The relative contribution

from these two stabilizing influences is discussed for the ions "CHjCfCH^JjCHO

and ~CH2C (CH3)2NO, and it is shown that the charge dipole interaction pre-

dominates. In the limit such anions could ring close, but it is shown that the

anion derived by proton abstraction from a labeled cyclopropanol ring opens

and rearranges by a specific bimolecular process.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of homoconjugation in anions [1] and its application

in the generation of synthetically useful species such as homoe-

nolate anions [2] in the liquid phase has received considerable

attention. However, as far as we are aware, no explicit reports

of the generation or reactions of homoconjugative anions in the

gas phase have appeared. In fact, the trends in gas-phase acidi-

ties which have been measured for a large number of compounds [3]

can all be explained without invoking factors other than polariza-

bility charge delocalizing IT resonance, and inductive or hyper-

con jugative effects.

We now wish to report some results from an ion cyclotron resonance

[4] (ICR) study into the generation of some carbanions which would

s&em to possess all the prerequisites for exhibiting homoconjuga-

tive effects. The present work owes its inception to the obser-

vation of reaction of some aliphatic nitrites [5]:

(CH3)2CCN + RONO + C4H5N2O" + ROH (1)

m/z 68 m/z 97

The mechanism of this reaction is not known, but it probably pro-

ceeds by the complex ion mechanism advanced by Stewart et al. [6]

A.J. Noest and N.M.M. Nibbering, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 102 (1980) 6427.
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for gas-phase ion-molecule reactions (Scheme I). In the absence

of interactions between the primary carbanionic site and the

polar groups in the proposed product ion structure, this reaction

is estimated to be highly endothermic fcu40 kcal mole" when CH,ONO

is the substrate [7]).

H3C CN

Scheme I

-ROH

There does not seem to be any more satisfactory structure for the

m/z 97 ion. It appears therefore that the proposed structure must

be correct and that there must therefore be considerable stabili-

zation of the charge by the polar CN and NO groups. This stabili-

zation may be due to various interactions such as through-bond

and charge dipole interactions, perhaps hyperconjugation of the

CN and NO groups or a homoconjugative interaction of their IT sys-

tem with the carbanionic site. A more specific investigation of

ions of the type generated in reaction 1 is called for, and 2-

methyl-2-nitrosopropane (t-BuNO) has been selected for a more

detailed study.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

ICR mass spectra were recorded on a much modified Varian V5903 instrument.

Pumping was by a 2- in . o i l diffusion pump, and sample pressures were measured

only approximately on an uncalibrated ionization gauge placed in a side arm

of the main pumping l ine near the diffusion pump. Spectra were recorded using

a home-made f l a t four-section d r i f t c e l l (cross sect ion 26 x 12 mm) as described

in ref. 8 which a l so out l ines typical operating condit ions. The reactant ions

NĤ  , OH" and RO" were generated from NH, (5 eV) , HO (5.8 eV, via H") , and

RONO (nonresonant process) . All reactions described were consis tent with the

resu l t s of double resonance experiments.

2,2-Dimethylpropionaldehyde and 2,2-dimethylpropionitri le were Aldrich samples.

1,1-Dimethyl-l-nitroethane [ 9 ] , 2-methyl-2-nitrosopropane[10], and 2 ,2 -d i -
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deuterio-l-hydroxy-l-methoxycyclopropane [11] had been previously synthesized

in our laboratory.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange Phenomena.

Both hydroxide and amide anions abstract a proton from t-BuNO

with unexpected ease to give (M-H)~ions which are stable with

respect to electron detachment under our experimental conditions

(observation time several milliseconds, pressure 10~6 to 10~5

torr). Bracketing experiments show that the gas-phase acidity

AH° .. of t-BuNO lies between that of water [3] (391 kcal mol"1)
3CXCI -

and methanol [3] (379 kcal mol ). Significantly, hydrogen/deute-

rium exchange is observed when the (M-H)~ions are formed in the

presence of D-0. Increasing the partial pressure of D,0 from 10"^
-5to 5 x 10 torr eventually results in the incorporation of up to

eight deuterium atoms into some of the (M - H) ions., Such hydro-

gen/deuterium exchange processes have been used as a valuable

probe into gas-phase ion structures [12]. The results obtained

here are consistent with the view that no skeletal rearrangements

have occurred in the C,HgCNCT ions.

A similar behavior is found for the related compound 2,2-dimethyl-

propionaldehyde (t-BuCHO). Its gas-phase acidity is also found to

lie between that of water [3] and methanol [3], and with D_O
teight hydrogen atoms in the CJH„CT ions can be exchanged . The

single nonexchangeable hydrogen atom must be the original alde-

hydic hydrogen atom. These observations concerning t-BuNO and

t-BuCHO are summarized in Scheme II.

Scheme II

^-X f"' H*C
V/

H3 0,0 °.<\/CD,
B- • T^CHi—C-X —»BH • J£ — • — • C

v L H,r Nx D,r x
CHj »

X • NO . CHO

See appendix 5.1.
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Two related compounds, t-BuCN and t-BuNC^, have been tested for

analogous behavior, but it has not yet been found possible to

form stable (M-H)~ ions from them. Instead, reaction with strong

bases such as 0H~ and NH1" only leads to the formation of CN~ and

N0~, respectively. These ions are most probably formed via an E2

elimination process [13] as shown in reaction 2.

OH + H—CH-—C-X •* H-O + CH_=C,
2 I 2 2

X = CN, N02

The exothermicity of reaction 2 is calculated to be 14 kcal mol"

for X = CN and 54 kcal mol~ for X = N02 [14]. Presumably reaction

2 does not occur when X=NO or CHO, because they are not such

good leaving groups. The heat of reaction 2 is calculated to be

0 kcal mol"1 for X = NO and 39-48 kcal mol"1 endothermic for X =

CHO [14].

Aeidities

It is now necessary to explain the unexpectedly high acidities

observed for t-BuNO and t-BuCHO. Taking the gas-phase acidity

of methane [3] (AH° . = 416 kcal mol ) as an approximation for

the tert-butyl protons in the absence of stabilizing factors

operating in the anions, one must conclude that the (M-H) ions

of t-BuNO and t-BuCHO are stabilized by 25-37 kcal mol"1 (vide

supra). It is our opinion that a large part of this stabilization

energy will be due to a simple interaction between the charge in

an sp orbital and the dipole moment of the functional group as

indicated for the (M-H)~ ions of t-BuCHO:

V

Taking the formula E=-qpcos9/r2 and favorable conformations, it

is roughly estimated that 19 and 21 kcal mol" stabilization

energy will be available to the (M-H)"ions of t-BuNO and t-BuCHO,

respectively [15]. Some further stabilization energy may come
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from polarizability effects and from hyperconjugative contribu-

tions from the polar groups, but this is difficult to quantify.

There remains the question of whether or not homoconjugative ef-

fects also contribute to the stabilization of these anions. Re-

hybridization of the charge bearing sp orbital to a p orbital

is then required to allow a bonding overlap with the TT system

of the polar groups as indicated for the (M-H)~ ions of t-BuCHO:

In theory such a homoconjugation could eventually lead to ring

closure and isomerization of the ion to a cyclopropoxide anion.

However, the H/D exchange experiments mentioned previously indi-

cate that if such an isomerization occurs at all, it must be very

slow. In order to investigate whether such a ring closure is

energetically accessible, we have studied the behavior of the

ringclosed ion generated by proton absrraction from 2,2-dideute-

rio-1-hydroxy-l-methoxycyclopropane [11]. Interaction with OH~/

H-0 (Pj, Q = 3 x 10 torr) yields two major product ions at m/z 88

and 89 with relative intensities of 40 and 60%, respectively.

Their formation in this ratio is rationalized in Scheme III. If

secondary isotope effects are neglected, it may be deduced that

at most 2.0% of the ions remain ring closed and/or have suffered

from an internal 1,2-proton shift after ring opening.

It might have been anticipated that a highly exothermic proton

shift from the C~ to the C^ position would occur immediately after

ring opening, but if this were the case no m/z 88 signal would

have been observed. This rosult thus confirms the theoretical

expectation that 1,2-H shifts will be disallowed in anions.

The results show that most of the cyclopropoxide anions are ring

opened, reprotonated, and immediately deprotonated at a different

site to yield the more stable isomeric enol ions. This gas-phase

process closely parallels the results obtained earlier in the

liquid-phase chemistry of some cyclopropanol systems [16]. Reaction

of 2,2-dideuterio-l-hydroxy-l-methoxycyclopropane with OD"/D2O

at PD 0 = 3 x io"
6 torr gives 16% m/z 88 (dx), 63% m/z 89 (d2) and
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«OH'

CO,H—CH,—C-OCH3

•OH'

-HDO - H , 0

OCH3

20% C

j r er
CH,—CD=C^ CO,H — C H = c f

OCHj OCH3
m/z 86 m/z 89

and/or CD,H
0 C H J

m;z 89

21% m/z 90 (d,) ions. This observation provides evidence that the

reprotonation step of the ring opened ions involves mostly the

same HDO molecule which is formed in the initial proton abstract-

ion step; according to Scheme III 20% m/z 88, 60% m/z 89, and

20% m/z 90 ions are then expected to be generated. At higher

pressures of H~O, path C in Scheme III becomes less significant

(10% at PH 0 + 3x i(T
5 torr). This leads to the prediction that the

results of the OD"/D2O experiment at this pressure should be 22.5%

m/z 88, 55% m/z 89, and 22.5% m/z 90, whereas the observed per-

centages are 20, 50 and 30, respectively. The discrepancy here

could well be due to an exchange of the HDO molecule in the ini-

tial reaction complex with a D2O molecule from the bath gas.

These results lead us to the conclusion that no significant acti-

vation energy barrier exists between the cyclopropoxide anion and

its opened isomer; the latter is a distinctly lower energy struc-

ture. This substantiates the view that the (M-H)~ ions of t-BuNO

and t-BuCHO retain the structures with which they were formed and

that any homoconjugation which may occur does not lead to the

formation of permanently ring closed ions. Further studies on the
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2,2-dimethylcyclopropoxide anion and on various other small ring

compound derived anions [17] are in progress and will be reported

in subsequent papers.
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APPENDICES

5.1. DIPOLE ENHANCED ACIDITIES [19]

Further examples of enhanced stability of carbanions with a

strongly dipolar substituent have been found:

Me2NNO is several kcal/mole more acidic than H-0 (391 kcal/mole),

but less than CH3OH (379 kcal/mole), and all five H atoms in the

anion can be exchanged for D with D-0. CHRONO is close to CH3OH

in acidity and H/D exchanges are observed, although with a small

yield compared to the S 2 channel giving NO^. The fact that Me^JNO

and MeONO are even stronger acids than t-BuNO could result from

an extra stabilization of the anion by resonance e.g.

"CH^-O—N=O -M- ~CH_—O+=N--O~

However, this has most probably a smaller effect than the charge-

dipole term because of the unfavorable charge separation.

As for the carbonyl compounds, we have found that (MeO)„CO and

t-BuCOOMe have acidities in between NH3 (404 kcal/mole) and H,0.

Me2NCH0 and CÜ^OCÜO are very close in acidity to H^O, but their

H/D exchange with D2O, although observable, is never complete

because of side reactions; eventually the anions convert into

structures like Me2N-C=0 and react irreversibly with H2O by loss

of CO.
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With the help of the newly constructed FT-ICR instrument (see

part II of this thesis) we have also studied more of the details

of the t-BuCHO/H2O system, The aldehyde is less than 1 kcal/mole

more acidic than H_0. This can explain the inability to fully

H/D exchange the carbanion with D_0, which requires that the ion

survives through several tens of collisions without eventual re-

protonation. Nevertheless, 8 H/D exchanges are seen to occur in

approximately 5% of the ions during 20 to 30 collisions; at that

point, an equilibrium between further exchange and reprotonation

is reached as confirmed by sweep-out experiments.

We also like to qualify one previous statement about the non-ex-

changability of the ninth H-atom in the (M-l)~ of t-BuCHO. A

small peak at m/e 94 has been seen in the new instrument, but its

not very reproducible strength (1-3%) and the presence of back-

ground signals at the same nominal mass make it rather uncertain

whether perhaps a slow exchange of the formyl proton might still

occur. The matter could be settled by reacting t-BuCDO with OH",

but time has lacked to synthesize the compound.

5.2. RING CLOSURE AND - OPENING

It can be argued that the ring opening of 1-methoxy-cyclopropoxide

anion reported in chapter 5 does not conclusively disprove any

ring closure of the (M-H)~ion of t-BuCHO, since interaction of

the methoxy-group lone pairs with the Walsh iK orbital of the

ring may increase anti-bonding. Also, it could be thought that,

if 2,2-diMe-cyclopropoxide anion and the (M-H)~ of t-BuCHO had

the same heat of formation (± 1 or 2 kcal/mole) and a small acti-

vation barrier in between them, then the H/D exchange phenomena

could also be explained.

In order to remove these ambiguities we have now investigated 2,2-

diMe-cyclopropanol [18]. Its acidity lies between that of t-BuOH

(373 kcal/mole) and acetone (368.5 kcal/mole), which is somewhat

more acidic than expected if the ring behaved as a normal alkyl

substituent (isopropanol = 374 kcal/mole). The most striking beha-

vior of the anion is its ring opening to a mixture of structures:
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H3C /H,

-C-H20

OH" bP

H3C. CH3 nD2O
C ^ — • > — • — • Exchange

H2cC CHO UP to D8

0

With B~ = t-BuO~ we find k-/kb - 3/2 and even with this weak base

the ring opening is so exothermic that the intermediate in path

b) can not be trapped by a proton donor.before it expels a H2

molecule. The product m/z 83 does not H/D exchange and has a

stable structure known from independent studies in our laboratory

[19]. The product of path a) is indistinguishable from the (M-HT

of t-BuCHO in its H/D exchange pattern and acidity. As a conse-

quence, all the products of path a) eventually (> 100 collisions)

become reprotonated by H_O/D2O or the cyclopropanol and only the

m/z 83 remain. It is interesting to note that with OH~/H_O (or

OD"/D-O) the ratio k /k, =4/1 and that up to two deuterons are

exchanged into the product of path a) within the same reaction

complex. The neutral cyclopropanol will have partially exchanged

its hydroxyl proton so that attack of OD~ leads to a complex of

HDO or D2O and the alkoxide. It is likely that the water molecule

can then assist the ring opening a) by donating a D (or H ) to

the developing carbanion, whereas such a process is sterically

hindered in path b).

Using standard bondstrengths to complement the measured acidities

we get the following energetic relations between the structures

involved:
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OH
+ OH*

AH.

HjO

17kcal/m.

AHc)usf,rr2Okcal/m.

—»

2Skcal/m

J-BuCHO • OH-

Hjlos»/

Probable transition states:

a) Assuming comparable AH . for ring opened and ring closed structures

b) Estimated stabilization of carbanion by 2 extra methyl substituents

Compare: CH3NH~ vs (CH.)2N~ gives 7.5 kcal stabilization.

Further examples of the highly exothermic opening of related small
ring compound have been found:
Cyalopropylamine has an acidity between H2O (391 kcal/mole) and
CHjOH (379 kcal/mole). This i s unusually high for any amine (iso-
Propylamine = 397 kcal/mole). We suggest that par t ia l ring opening
occurs concerted with abstraction of an amino proton. As in the
previous case the ring opening leads to an ion that i s highly
excited so that extensive loss of H2 occurs. With NHr as the i n i -
t i a l base there i s H- loss in 93% of the product ions, indepen-
dently of NH, pressure. With 0H~ the percentage i s H-O-pressure
dependent:

H20 pressure (Torr)
(M- 3)"/ t(M-3)"+ (M- if] = 70%

4.10"6 l,5.10"5 n-56.10

60% 45%

This suggests that at least a quarter of the deprotonated cyclo-

propylamine remains stable for a time of the order of a few milli-
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seconds, presumably as a partially ring opened homoconjugative

structure which is eventually fully opened by protonation on

carbon by H_O, immediately followed by renewed deprotonation to

give a stable enamine anion.

Working with D_0 yields fast incorporation of 1D into the (M-H)

ion. Slower subsequent exchange of up to 2 Din the first and up

to 3 Din the latter case is observable.

+ 00"

-HjOj

-HtJ
CH2D

H 1
• nDjOJ

CH,D

C=C=N"
D

(fast)

(0,)

(slow)

ID,)

CHjD • " '
\ = CH

NH

•HjOj-HOD
CH,D

D ° = 5 N H
• nOaOj

CH,D

(0,)

as

ID,)

(slow)

ID,)

Cyclobutanol shows similar behaviour; when deprotonated by OH~

there is =20% loss of CjH. and 3% loss of H2 from the anion. In-

corporation of 1 D into the (M-H)~ ion is possible, but occurs

only very slowly and seems to remain below about 20%. It may be

that the remainder of the ions stays ring closed or undergoes a

l,3H+shift. ^
OH'

20% h V1.3-H shift

nD?0 11 slow)

^C^0-

e 20%

+

H

H H 3%

I no txchang»)
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CHAPTER 6

OVERVIEW OF FTICR METHODS

6 . 1 . HISTORY OP FT- (AND RAPID SCAN) ICR

The introduction of the trapped ion cell by Mclver in 1970 [1]

greatly improved the experimental capabilities of ICR in the stu-

dy of equilibrium and kinetic properties of ion-molecule reactions.

However, the extraction of the spectral data from the system was

still relatively inefficient except for the cases where the spect-

rum consisted of only one or two ion peaks at known mass values.

In 19 74 Comisarow and Marshall described the first experiments

with Fourier Transform data processing of ICR transient response

signals [2,3]. As in other forms of multiplex spectrometry, in-

formation about all the resonances in the spectrum is obtained

simultaneously through wide-band excitation and observation. This

yields the whole spectrum in the same observation time as a scan-

ning spectrometer needs for one line.(The Fellget advantage [4]).

Although the attractiveness of FTICR was further increased by the

demonstration of high resolution results [5], there remained con-

siderable technical difficulties in the construction of a truly

wide-band instrument. A major problem lay in the required digit-

ization rate of roughly 5 M words per second; ADC's with that

performance were then only being made for advanced military radars.

This prompted Mclver to develop Rapid Scan ICR [6] in which the

spectrum is reconstructed by cross-correlation of the system res-

ponse to a roughly 10 second scan with a reference waveform.

Measurement efficiency is lost, but the ADC rate is brought down

to about 100 kilowords/s. However, shortly after introduction of

this method (1977), ADC's with multi-MHz sampling rate and fast

memory components for data buffering became available on the civil-

ian market.

In 1980 Gross & Wilkins reported the construction of an FTICR

machine [7] and showed its applicability to analytical as well as

reaction mechanistic studies [8,9]. Resolution x mass products of

5.10 were achieved, with mass accuracies of a few ppm [10].

The first results from the machine built in our group were ob-

tained in April 1980.
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Shortly afterwards two commercial firms (Nicolet and Bruker) re-

ported their completion of FTICR instruments using high-field

superconducting magnets. Both machines are now (1982) commercially

available. The Bruker CMS47 (operating at 47 kGauss) has been

shown to yield resolution x mass products of up to 3.10° and ion

trapping time constants of 12 hours [11].

6 . 2 . THE BASIC FTICR EXPERIMENT

The principles, techniques and applications of FTICR have been the

subject of several recent review articles [12,13,14], so we give

here only a simplified account, intended to provide a physical

picture of the system that is treated more abstractly in later

chapters.

Jit-
USIEK1N0 KATES

TO

Fig. 1. FTICR trapped ion cell.

A cubical (l inch3) trapped ion cell (fig 1), equipped with a

gated electron gun, is suspended in a high vacuum system into

which low pressures (10~7 to 10"^ Torr) of reactant compounds are

introduced from an inlet system. A strong magnetic field (10-14 kG)
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as well as small potentials (̂  1V) on the faces of the cell are

applied. The same equations of motion as treated in the Appendix

to chapter 1 describe the path of an ion in the cell, but in this

case the average of t is zero. Thus, there is no drift and the

ions are trapped. Details of the motion in the trap are discussed

in the literature [15,16].

During a typical experiment the following cycle of events occurs:

- Quench: The cell potentials are unbalanced for some ms, removing

all trapped ions.

- Electron beam: A pulse (̂  5 ms) of electrons (̂  \ yA, 0 to 50 eV)

generates ions that remain trapped.

- Trapping time: The ions are stored in the trap-cell for up to

a few seconds. Collisions with neutral molecules may lead to

reactions and any resulting product ions remain trapped as well.

Pulsed Double Resonance may be used during this period i.e.

the cyclotron frequency of one or more ions may be irradiated,

either weakly, so as to increase the kinetic energy, or so

strongly that the ions are "swept out" from the cell.

- Excite: A "chirp" pulse (see chapter 10) is applied to the exci-

tation plates of the cell. The waveform (a fast frequency

sweep) is made to contain nearly constant energy over the in-

teresting range of cyclotron frequencies and its effect on the

ions is to increment their velocity by a circular term that is

coherent and nearly uniform. Thus, after the chirp pulse the

velocity distribution's center of gravity is offset from the

origin of velocity space and rotates around it with the cyclo-

tron frequency. Macroscopically, the system behaves as a col-

lection of rotating monopoles, one for each excited set of

ions having the same mass [17].

- Receive: The monopoles induce alternating charges on the recei-

ver plates. The weak, wide-band signals (̂  10 V; 0 to 3 MHz)

are amplified, digitized by a very high speed ADC and buffered

(16 K points). The computer adds the buffer contents to the

signal from any previous cycles executed on the same chemical

system.

The above cycle of events repeats until sufficient signal to noise

ratio is achieved. The spectrum can be computed from this transient

response signal by Fourier transformation.
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6.3. INSTRUMENTATION

The electronic and mechanical intrumentation built in our lab has

been described elsewhere [18]. Here we only summarize the funct-

ional aspect of some of the units which make up the instrument.

Overall scheme

Magnet, vaeuum system end cell:

The 14 kGauss magnet from the existing drift-cell instrument (once

a Varian V5903) had to be used. This made the project into a quits

-or-double game. The vacuum system is made out of non-magnetic

stainless steel, has liquid nitrogen trapped oil-diffusion pumping

and is equipped with a triple inlet system for reasonably volatile

compounds (boiling below about 500 K). After baking, the background

pressure is below 5.10"^ Torr. The non-magnetic stainless steel,

cubical cell (1 inch3) is supported by the same pipes that serve

as coaxial shields for the thin signal wires, thus reducing the

capacitance to about 10 pP.
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ADC and buffer:

The ADC is an 8 bit, fully parallel "flash" convertor, capable of

running at 30 MHz. It is operated at; up to 8 MHz, so that the

aperture error is negligible even without a sample-and-hold cir-

cuit. 16 K words of data are buffered using slower RAM's in a

4-way interleave scheme. When filled, the buffer issues a vectored

interrupt request to the CPU, which then reads, adds or subtracts

the data into the computer memory. Fault conditions invoke other

routines via their associated vectors.

Frequency synthesizer (FS):

This unit excites the ion cyclotron resonances, enabling double

resonance ard detection, and it supplies the mixer reference fre-

quency. The required phase repeatability on subsequent chemistry

cycles is achieved by fully digital waveform generation, i.e.

stepping at variable speed through a sine look-up table. Before

the start of a cycle, the computer writes 56 parameters defining

the required waveform into the unit controller memory. Eight sub-

sequent segments can make up the output during a single cycle.

Each segment is defined by parameters which represent:

- Initial frequency (0 to 3 MHz, in 61 Hz steps)

- Scan direction and rate (up/down; 0 to 4.10+9Hz/s)

- Segment duration (1 ps to 134 s)

- Initial phase (0, 90, 180 or 270 degrees)

- Output route and amplitude (cell/mixer; 16 x 3 dB steps)

- Trigger channel select ( 1 of 4 channels)

After reception of the relevant trigger pulse the unit controller

executes the required sequence independent of the main processor.

Programmable pulse generator (PPG):

A set of 14 timers, arranged in 7 pairs of delay length and asso-

ciated pulse length. These delayed pulses control or trigger the

various phases of a chemistry cycle. The computer sends the values

(0 to 6.55 s, in 100 \is steps) before the cycle and starts the PPG

when all the other preparations are ready; from then on the timing

is completely controlled (until the buffer-full interrupt) via

the PPG.
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Crystal frequency standard:

This unit supplies the basic clock signal (8 MHz) that drives the

PPG, FS and ADC and synchronizes the logic signals travelling

between the various units. Stability is better than 10~7 per day.
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CHAPTER 7

OUTLINE OF THE SOFTWARE

7 . 1 . FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS

The function of the FTICR software is to provide an interface be-

tween the operator, who wants to test a chemical idea, and the

physical events that constitute an experiment. Through this inter-

face information should flow in both directions; from operator to

physics - this is the 'control' task - and from physics to opera-

tor - the 'data processing' task.

Control:

At the hardware level, the events during an FTICR experiment are

very complex and have only an indirect relation to any chemical

idea. While hiding these complexities as far as possible from the

operator, any possibility to change the function of a hardware

unit by way of its parameters is kept open. Default values for

all parameters are activated upon entry into the main program and

these allow a standard "electron impact" type spectrum to be

taken. Another experiment (or series thereof) can be set up by

changing one or more items on the display pages that show a

translation of the parameters into more mass-spectrometric terms

like mass range, time length or amplitude. Once the manually

controlled factors (e.g. sample pressures and electron current)

are optimized, the software can control e.g. a series of experi-

ments with variable trapping time to study the kinetic behaviour

of all ions in a chemical system.

The necessary commands for any sort of experiment are accessible

to the operator from a central 'menu' to which all routines event-

ually return.

Data processing:

The raw data that results from an experimental cycle is a noisy

transient response signal which - as such - is nearly meaningless

to the operator. It is therefore filtered (for single ion detect-

ion) or averaged over any number of cycles (for broad-band de-

tection) until sufficient signal to noise ratio is achieved. Sub-

sequent data-weighting and fast Fourier transformation then yields

a frequency spectrum, which can be displayed to get a first im-

pression of the result. The spectrum can be corrected for uneven
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excitation, converted to mass-linear scale, plotted on paper,

marked and calibrated. Signals and spectra may be stored in disk

-files, with a corresponding header containing the experimental

conditions and any comments. Many of the above operations are

executed automatically during a series of kinetic experiments.

The resulting disk-files can be evaluated afterwards by plotting

or listing procedures.

7 . 2 . THE PROGRAM

The top levels of the structure of the program are given below.

At these levels the design has aimed at presenting to the user a

reasonably logical picture of how to operate the instrument. As

a consequence, actions that are computationally trivial may be

specified in some detail, whereas sometimes a single identifier

here may stand for a numerically complex routine. Adherence to

the principle of a hierarchical relation between subroutines has

been maintained (unless the hardware made this impossible), even

if i t meant some cost in program space or speed. Thus, routines

that implement a new type of experiment can be added or existing

ones can be changed under the sole restriction that they maintain

compatibility with the common data structures.

The notation is quasi-formal and combines elements from a proce-

dure-based language with a stripped-down form of flowcharting. This

allows the expression of a "stepwise refinement" strategy and

maintains the immediate visibility of the flow structure without

undue verbosity or typographic complexity.

The following conventions apply:

Flow : Default is left to right and top to bottom, but this is overridden
by an arrow, a test, an empty line (can only be crossed by arrows)
or by " | " (a 'next-line' which separates two choices after a test).

Test : An action ending in "?".
Transfer is to a label denoted by "testresult:"

Action : Any string starting with a capital and ending in an end-of-line,
a "?" or any flow control symbol.
An action written in capitals only has a further definition.

Variable : A string of i ta l ic characters; may occur between parentheses as
parameter for an action.

Definition: Headed by "ACTION:"; includes all code reachable by the flow rules
when starting from the entry •point (at the next " : " in column 1
below the header).

Comment : Any string between "{" and " } " .
Comments and spaces are ignored and count as empty strings.
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FTICR: {the main program}
: Open scratch-files {for header and reference spectrum}

fe-Show menu page
Accept ehoiee
Valid order? {avoid spoiling data}
yes: | no: Error message
Which ehoiael
0 : Exit to operating system.
1.0: SET PAR {general parameters}

SET PPG {pulse generator par's}
1.1: SET FSP.{frequency synthesizer par's}

1.2: Show parameters.{condensed to 1 page}

2.0: TUNE UP (n)

ACCUMULATE (n).

2.1: GET REF.{collect & store reference spectrum}

3 : FILE I/O.{data file read/write}
4.0: TRANSFORM {weighting + FFT}

4.1: Correct spectrum.{see chapter 10}

5.0: X-Y PLOT.{plot and calibrate,spectrum}

5.1: Plot the transient.
6.0: Set trapping times {for kinetic experiment}

GET REF
GET RATE.{get & store kinetic data}

6.1: SHOW RATE.{evaluate kinetic data}

7.0: Explanations of the modes of operation.

other number:-

end?

SET PAR: {modifies parameters related to magnetic field, trapping}
{voltage, ADC-rate, phase alternation, double resonance}
{and overload processing}

Show parameter values
Change wanted?
yes: | no: Return
Accept new values
Changed ADC-rate?
yes: | no:>-
Adjust ADC timing pulse
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SET PPG: {modifies delay- and pulse-lengths for the Progranunable}
{Pulse Generator}

Decode device number format
Show values
Change wanted?
yes: | no: Return
Accept new values
Encode into device format —

SET FSP {modifies the Frequency Synthesizer Parameters, organized}
{into one page per segment; see hardware description}
{ (chapter 6) for details}

Accept segment number
Check 0 < n < 9 ?
yes: | no: Return

(n)

Decode device format (segment n)
Show values
Change wanted?
yes: | no: •>
Accept new values
Encode into device format (segment n)
Adjust phase

TUNE (n): {allows the operator to tune the instrument to maximum}
{performance; returns with n = number of cycles to accu-}
{mulate}

—I
Accept trapping time and tune-up mass
Load parameters into devices
ONE MASS {run 1 cycle with filter as in chapter 8}
Show adaptive filter output and signal envelope
Which n? {= number of cycles to accumulate}
empty: | any value: Return with n

GET REF: {collects the excitation waveform and stores spectrum:}
{as the reference for spectral correction}

: Advance ADC-run {to cover excitation}
Reduce preamp gain
ACCUMULATE (2) {even number to allow phase alternation}
Fast Fourier Transform
Write reference spectrum file
Return
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ACCUMULATE (w) : {runs n cycles, averages the transient signal and}
{shows the result}

:repeat
Set oount < n {to prevent memory overflow}
For i = 0 to oount,
do: Load parameters into devices

Start chemistry cycle
Wait for start interrupt,
start :«-Read data buffer

L—( {until stop interrupt}
stop : Restore normal processing

od
Show signal
n ~= n-aount

until n < 0
Return

FILE I/O: {read or write compressed signal files}
: Accept name {of file} and mode {read/write}
Open file (name)
Which mode?
read : Read file (name)

EXPAND signal {see chapter 11}
Show signal.

write: Read header scratch file
Edit header text
Write header scratch file
COMPRESS signal {see chapter 11}
Write header + signal into file (name).

end?
Close file (name)
Return

TRANSFORM {weight the signal and transform it}
: Subtract baseline from signal
Which weightfunction {see chapter 9}
none: | other: Apply weightfunction
Fast Fourier Transform
Show spectrum
Return
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X-Y PLOT: {plot spectrum and calibrate mass scale}
|

Show mass range and gain {defaults: excitation range}
Agreed? {and full scale basepeak}
yes: | no: Accept new values •*•
Plot mass spectrum
Which spacing? {between mass markers}
< 0: | > 0: Plot markers
Mass calibration?
yes: | no: Return
Accept 2 peaks {with known composition}
Define elemental compositions
Compute calibration function
Return

GET RATE: {run a series of experiments at increasing trapping}
{times to collect kinetic data, results are filed in}
{peakheight & position form for later evaluation by}
{SHOW RATE}

: Accept name {for kinetic data file}
Open file (name)
Read header scratch file
Edit header text
Write header into scratch file and file {name)
TUNE UP (n) {returns n = number of cycles per trap time}
repeat
Find next trapping time
ACCUMULATE (n) {run n cycles at one trapping time}
Weight data {with function M'(t); cf. chapter 9}
Fast Fourier Transform
Correct spectrum {see chapter 10}
Reduce spectrum to peakheights & positions {ch. 11.2}
Write record into file (name)
Series finished?

until yes
Close file (name)
Return
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SHOW RATE: {evaluate kinetic data from files created by GET RATE}
: Accept name
Open file {name)
Read header record
Show reader
Read data records
Accept mode {for log or liri plotting}
repeat
Accept mass and gain
Plot (mass, mode, gain)
More to plot?

until no
Return

Implementation:

Many of the "actions" appearing above have been defined in terms

of lower levels of action until they could be implemented by a

relatively short and coherent section of code. Most of the code

has been written in FORTRAN IV, but MACRO-11 assembly language

was used for the device drivers and for speed-critical numeric

routines. The software runs under the RT-11 operating system on

a DEC LSI-11 processor. Apart from the specific FTICR peripherals,

the system has two double-density floppy disk drives, a graphics

video display console, an X-Y plotter and X-Y oscilloscope DAC's.
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CHAPTER 8

AN EFFICIENT ADAPTIVE MATCHED FILTER FOR FAST TRANSIENT SIGNALS*

ABSTRACT

An adaptive matched filter is described that extracts from a noisy transient

signal a single narrow-band component of which the frequency is known only ap-

proximately. A computational scheme is given that requires only one addition

per data point.

The filter is applied in FTICR to the tuning up of the instrument, to double

resonance and to single ion monitoring.

INTRODUCTION

A Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance experiment (Comisarow,

1978) starts with the electron-impact generation of ions in a low

pressure gas (typically 10~ Torr); the ions are trapped by the

combined forces of a strong magnetic field (10 KGauss or more)

and small electric fields inside a cell of typically 1 cubic inch.

During the trapping time chemical reactions may occur between ions

and neutral gas molecules. The ionic products-are analysed by ex-

citing their cyclotron resonances with a chirp-type radiofrequency

burst, followed by acquisition of the resulting transient signal.

After signal averaging, a Fast Fourier Transformation produces

the frequency spectrum which is converted into the mass spectrum

using the relation given by Ledford et al. (1980a). The changes

of spectral intensities as functions of trapping time and double

resonance irradiation of specific ions contain information about

ion-molecule reactions and their rate constants .

Often the complete spectrum is not needed, but one wants to ob-

tain a single mass signal as fast as possible. Examples are:

Single Ion Monitoring, Double Resonance to find the precursor

ions of a specific product ion and the tuning-up of the instru-

ment. The latter case presents the more difficult problem,

especially in the negative ion mode, because initially the signal

to noise ratio can be very low, even for abundant primary anions

*
A.J. Noest and C.W.F. Kort, Comput. & Chem., 6 (1982) 111.

Analytical applications have been described recently (Ledford et al., 1980b).
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and tuning the cell voltages for maximum signal amplitude and re-

solution shifts the cyclotron frequencies significantly.

DEFINITION OF THE TRANSIENT SIGNAL

The 1CR response of a system of ions in a magnetic field is

linearly related to the excitation electric field when the orbital

radii are small with respect to the cell dimensions (Bloom &

Riggin, 1974). For any linear time-invariant system the response

s(t) is given by the convolution of the excitation e(t) with the

systems Dirac-impulse response:

s(i) = e(t) * h(t) .

In the case of FTICR h(t) is proportional to:

i

I N..exp(-t/T.) .exp(ju.t)
i=l% * %

where ui., T. and N. are the angular frequency, relaxation time

and number of ions i (Marshall et al., 1979).

In case of pulsed excitation e(t) is always chosen to have a du-
*

ration short compared to T. and a spectral magnitude that is

reasonably flat across the range of oi. of interest.

In the following no assumption is made with regard to the exci-

tation phase, although for the usual chirp-type pulse it is a

quadratic function of w.

In our case the registered signal is only one of the linear polar-

ization components of the circularly polarized wave s(t) and can

be written as:
i

x(t) = Y A..exp(-t/T.) .cos(w.*+e .) +Noise
v=\

During the tune-up operations the voltages on the cell are so ad-

justed as to maximize both the signal amplitudes A. and the re-

laxation time T.; the latter can thereby vary between roughly

T/10 and 10T (T=observation time interval). Unintentionally,

this process causes changes in u. which can be of the order
-3 *

10 -w.. Single Ion Monitoring and Double Resonance are simpler
since no significant variations of io. or T . occur.
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THE ADAPTIVE MATCHED FILTER

From the signal x(t) , the sum of a number of damped, random phase

oscillations and noise, we want to extract a reasonable estimate

of the amplitude of a single component

of which we know only the approximate angular frequency u . The

components r.(£) are narrow band: all u . >> 1/T and 1/T., and
If 1* "%r

usually well resolved: all | w . — OJ . | >> 1/T and 1/T..

Consider the matched filter (Whalen, 1971)

-jo),,t-j67 ) .x(t) &tm,k T jQ

In the narrow band approximation we have

Fm,k = \hA \

and if r, is well resolved this reduces to

Fm,k = h*kl

Since we do not know any of the parameters w, , x, and 6. with

sufficient accuracy, we cannot use the matched filter directly.

However, if all Ico. ,^-wJ >> |u),-wnl and 1/x,. we can devide the

integration interval into M segments of length T/M, such that all

Now we rewrite the matched filter as a sum of integrals over these

segments.

Let denote
•'s •'(S-DT/M

l 5? f
P — V ovn I — f /
f ™ y ~ Tv I exp \—v/

= if r
s=l 't
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Here the first exponential will not differ much from its average

over the segment, which is proportional to the single frequency

fourier integral

| j ) .x(t)dt

= h\ f f
Substituting F for exp(-i/T,,-j (oo.-oO £-j6-) in the expression

for the matched filter we get:

i l F . fexp(-Ju *).x(*)d* =
s=l

F |2/M
s

The result will be proportional to the square of the initial am-

plitude A,, hence we take the square root and define the adaptive

matched filter as

If a l l >>M/T and 1 / T - , we have

a,k

2e (sinh2 (c) + sin2(2>))

sinh(2e) (a2 +b2)

where & = (u>&-u>0)T/(2M)
e = T/(2MTfe)

' a,k (1 -

Thus, if b and o are small, the filter output is half the square

root of the average squared amplitude. The filter adapts reason-

ably to deviations of w, up to about M/T. (< 4.2% error). Figure

1 shows the error factor as a function of b and a.

The maximum |u.-uI to be expected sets a lower limit to M; an

upper limit follows from the squared errors introduced in |F | .

The two sources of errors are the assumption |W,-^I,~WQ| >> M/T and

the noise. Both result in random linear error terms, the same as

those for the matched filter, and a squared error. Assuming w.-u.
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and all 1/T to be small we have

'a,k

A. sin (a.)
COS I

(k. sin (a./M) f

where a. = (w .-un)T/2 and \t>. = 0 .-Q, + (w .-u.) T/2 .

Similarly, noise that would cause a relative error of ± A in the

matched filter, results in ±A+ A2M for the adaptive filter.

1.0

normalized frequency deviation ft and the normalized signal decay rate c.

Curve: I II III IV V
l / c = 256 16 4 2 1

COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY

In order to distinguish between continuous signals and the sampled

data representing them we replace the time variable t by the index

n, the length of the interval T by the number of data points N and

the angular frequency u> by its data-domain counterpart ft.

The computation of the single frequency fourier sum

F(fi) = è
N-l

tin) .x(n)I
w=0

would consist of 2N multiplications and 2N additions (the expo-



nential is complex, x is real). This can be reduced to N additions

if ft can be restricted to a convenient set of values (see next

section). We restrict Ü to 2i:.Z.p/N, where p is a large factor of

N and I e {0,1,. . . »^~l} •
Substituting this into the equation for F (ft) and using the period-

icity of the complex exponential, one sees that all x(n) with n

congruent modulo N/p have to be multiplied by the same factor:

ifT p-1 1
N M=0 L <?=0 J

Applied to the adaptive matched filter the restriction on Q be-

comes

ft = 2ir.Z.p.M/N

In our case N is a power of 2, and we can choose p.M = N/8 (see

below). Thus we have to accumulate N/ip.M) = 8 sets of x(n). This

allows some further simplifications. In particular, because of

the conjugate even property of the complex exponential, the input

signal can be accumulated directly in 4 CPU registers.

CHOICE OF PARAMETERS

In the standard (wide band) FTICR-experiment, the programmable

frequency synthesizer for the excitation of the ion resonances

can be used during the signal acquisition period to clock the

ADC at the proper rate, f to relate u to one of the compu-
ADC U

tationally attractive values of ft. In cases like FTNMR or mixer-

type FTICR there is the alternative solution of changing the

mixer frequency that shifts down the range of frequencies of in-

terest to within that of the ADC.

The choice of Q = wQ/f depends on instrumental limitations.

The FTICR-experiment at 11 kGauss requires, for a minimum obser-

vable mass pf 16 amu, a frequency range up to at least 1.06 MHz.

The synthesizer that clocks the ADC has a maximum frequency of

3 MHz, so fi/2ir must be at least 1.06 MHz/3 MHz. With N a power of

2, the first possibility in our case is fi/2n = Z.p.M/N = 3/8, and
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we choose 1=3 and p.M = N/8. To avoid the risk of alias respon-

ses of the filter, u>0/2n should be chosen well below fADC/
2« The

energy in the excitation spectrum above fADC/2 must be negligible.

This way there is no need for a continuously variable anti-

aliasing filter in front of the ADC; a simple switchable filter

with factor-of-2 cut-off frequencies is sufficient to prevent

excessive noise aliasing.

The choice of the number of data points per segment N/M is a

compromise between the required adaptation to frequency shifts

and discrimination against interfering signals. A frequency de-

viation J2,-f2 causes a relative error of at most

24

The squared error caused by an interfering signal with amplitude

A. at Si, is at most

With low signal to noise ratio the lower limit to N/M may be

determined by the squared noise error term, which is proportio-

nal to M/N.

For tuning-up we take N/M = 512. This allows relative frequency
_3

shifts up to 10 with less than 6% error. An interfering signal
with A. <A, and |fî -fi|/Ü >5.10 causes an error of less than

5%.

In other applications, such as single ion monitoring or double

resonance, where the frequency shifts are much smaller, we use
larger values for N/M to allow for larger interfering signals

and lower signal to noise ratios.

IMPLEMENTATION

The filter has been implemented as a subroutine callable from

FORTRAN-IV running on a DEC LSI-11 under the RT-11 V3B operating

system. It is written in the DEC assembly language MACRO-11. Com-

mented source listings are available from the authors.
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CHAPTER 9

REDUCTION OF SPECTRAL PEAKHEIGHT ERRORS BY TIME-DOMAIN WEIGHTING*

ABSTRACT

Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance is one of the forms of spectroscopy

where the signal decay time is often not short compared to the available

acquisition time. This causes spectral peakheight errors of the same order as

the peakheight itself. Weight functions are developed that reduce these errors

to the order of one percent and cause much less linebroadening and lower side-

lobes than the commonly used "zero-filling".

INTRODUCTION

Since the introduction of the FFT-algorithm (Cooley & Tukey, 1965)

the computation of Discrete Fourier Transforms of large data sets

has become a basic technique with numerous applications ranging

from spectroscopy to economics. The relation between the DFT and

the Continuous Fourier Transform has been studied by Cooley et

al. (idem, 1969). In practice one is usually interested in the

CFT of a potentially infinite data stream and any differences

between the results of a DFT and a CFT are considered to be errors

introduced into the true (i.e. CFT) spectrum.

Assuming that the signal is sampled fast enough to avoid aliasing

errors there are two major types of error, known under the pic-

turesque names of "leakage" and "picket-fence effect" (Bergland,

1969). Leakage results from the finite lenght of the data set;

accepting only the data lying in the time interval 0<t<l is equi-

valent to convolving the spectrum with (sin to -g (l-cos <D))/<J), where

Ü) is the angular frequency. The presence of a pure harmonic wave

in the signal implies the occurrence of a spectral peak with a

series of sidelobes, decaying as l/u>, that cause errors on the

intensity of nearby peaks. This problem is usually solved by

multiplying the data with a function that tapers off towards the

ends of the interval (Blackman & Tukey, 1959) (Kaiser, 1966)

(Helms, 1968). Using such a weight function the sidelobes can be

largely removed with a minimum of broadening of the central

peak.

A.J. Noest and C.W.F. Kort, Comput. & Chem. 6 (1982) 115.
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The picket-fence problem is due to the sampled nature of the

spectrum. When a pure cosine signal has a frequency unequal to

one of the spectral samples a serious error in peakheight occurs.

In the worst case (Aw=n) the error is -36.3% for the magnitude

spectrum and -100% for the absorption spectrum. Contrary to what

is often assumed (e.g. Bergland, 1969) , neither the application

of an anti-leakage window nor the Lorentzian 1inebroadening occur-

ring on most spectroscopie signals reduces this error easily to

a negligible value (x =1/3 means -52% absorption error).

In our application (FTICR-spectroscopy) such errors are not

acceptable and should be brought down to a few percent in order

to allow reliable conclusions about the chemical processes stu-

died. Compared to other forms of spectroscopy v/ide-band FTICR is

particularly error-prone since the required sampling rate (up to

8 MHz) causes even a large data pool to fill before the signal

has relaxed significantly.

EXISTING METHODS

The occurrence of peakheight errors due to the sparse sampling of

the spectrum has been noted by many authors and a few remedies

have been proposed:

Zero-filling (Bartholdi & Ernst, 1973) (Comisarow & Melka, 1979)

Extending the data set with zero's to g-fold length increases

the sample density in the spectrum with the factor q, while re-

taining the inherent lineshape. However, when the signal decays

slowly, zero-filling amounts to replacing part of the data with

zero's, since in this case the signal acquisition time is limited

by the maximum data length (available memory and computation time).

In this way zero-filling reduces the picket-fence errors by in-

creasing the linewidth instead of the sample density. Reduction

of the errors to the order of one percent requires a width at

half height of about four times the sampling interval.

Exponential weighting

It is common practice in NMR-spectroscopy to weight the data with

exp(-*/TB). The primary purpose is to increase the signal to noise

ratio, at the cost of increased linewidth. The optimum value of T_
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is equal to the relaxation time of the signal (Ernst, 1968). With

rapidly decaying signals, this doubles the linewidth, reducing

the picket-fence error by a factor of 4. To reduce the errors to

the one percent level, however, the linewidth must be increased

to six times the sampling interval.

Complex interpolation (Cooley et al., 1969) (Bartholdi & Ernst, 1973).

All the information in the finite length of data is retained in

the complex spectrum and this allows an interpolation process to

recover the value of the spectrum at every value of u from the

spectral samples at W=2TIW (n =0,1,2..N-l), with the equation:

1 N-l l-exp(-j (tD-2irn) )
S(u) = j-j I s(2irn)

n=0 1-exp (-j (u)-2im) /N)

Using this function to increase the sample density in the spec-

trum is equivalent to zero-filling. The required computation time,

however, is prohibitive: a q-fold. increase of the sample density

of an N-point spectrum requires 2<7N/log2N times the computation

time of an N-point FFT.

CHANGING THE LINESHAPE

If, in the case of slowly decaying signals, we want to reduce the

picket-fence errors to a few percent without much linebroadening,

we will need a different kind of lineshape. Ideally, the line

should have a flat top as wide as the sampling interval, steep

flanks and no sidelobes.

We will now consider weight functions that change the inherent

convoluting lineshape from (2/to) .sin(u/2) .exp(-ju/2) to approx-

imately the ideal one. To ensure that the weight function will be

zero outside the range 0 < t < 1, we approximate the wanted line-

shape by a sum of shifted versions of the (2/w).sin(w/2).exp(-jw/2)

basisfunctions. With the further restriction that the resulting

lineshape has conjugate even symmetry, the corresponding weight

function consists of a real-valued sum of sine- and cosine-func-

tions truncated outside 0 < t < 1.

In absorption mode the basisfunction reduces to sin((o)/w. With
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the shifted versions centered on multiples of ir the weightfunction

rapidly converges to (see figure 5A)

A(t) = 0.260 + 0.520 COS(TT£) + 0.219 cos {2-nt)

The lineshape is flat ± 1.6% over -ir < u> < +TT, is 3.8TT wide at half

height and has sidelobes of <0.7% for |u| > 3TT (see figure 1).

This result easily meets our requirements and neither optimization

on a 7r/2-grid nor adding more terms yielded significant improve-

ments.

7n 8n 9n WITin in 4n Sn 6n

Figure 1. Lineshape of weight function A(t) , compared with the unweighted case
(I) and 5/6 zero filling (Z,) .

D

In magnitude mode we have to optimize the vector-magnitude of the

complex-valued lineshape. Centering the basisfunctions on multi-

ples of 2TT leads to (see figure 5B)

B(i) = 0.3181 - 0.5447 cos (2iri) + 0.1372 cos (47rt)

which produces a lineshape with a flat top ± 0.9%, a width of 6.4ir

and sidelobes < 2% for |to| > 5TT (see figure 2). A narrower line-

shape can be obtained with the basisfunctions centered on multi-

ples of IT, but suppressing the sidelobes becomes much more diff.i-
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cult. Intermediate solutions had sidelobes that behaved asympto-

tically as (-3/ui) .cos (w/2) .exp(-ju/2) . This suggested the compen-

sation term

V(t) = l-4t for 0 < t < 1/4

= 3-4t for 3/4 < * < 1

= 0 elsewhere

which has the same spectral asymptote. Including this term in the

optimization we find the weight function (see figure 5M)

M(t) = 0.430+ 0.843 cos (irt) - 0 .239 cos (2trt) + 0. 043 cos (5TT*) - 0.602y(t)

The lineshape is flat ±0.6% over -ir < u> < +TT, has a width of 4.9TT

and sidelobes < 10% for |u| > 3.5TT (see figure 2 ) .

1.0

1.01

1.00

0.9»

0.»

* i

\

\

\

\

\ I
\

M

v

ft/2 "

Figure 2. Lineshapes of weight functions M (t) and B(t), compared with the
unweighted case (I) and 3/4 zero-filling (Z4).

GENERALIZATION OF THE WEIGHT FUNCTIONS

The weight functions in the preceding section were derived for

the case of non-decaying signals. When they are applied to sig-

nals decaying as exp(-t/x) the resulting lineshapes are modified
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r

by Lorentzian linebroadening.

The function B(i) can be used down to T =0.5 with essentially the

same errors and linewidth, but below that value the line splits

into a doublet.

In contrast, A(t) and M(t) show a gradual transition to Lorentzian

lineshapes. However, with T of the order of 1 to 0.1 the remaining

picket-fence errors are too large (up to ± 10%). We can avoid these

errors by reducing the time-scale of the weight function and zero-

ing the end of the signal; this produces an expanded form of a

lineshape that corresponds to a higher value of x. Furthermore, in

order to suppress the slowly decaying Lorentzian tails, we include

a factor that converts the original line into a Gaussian of the

same width at half height:

C(t) = hexp[t/x - (t/T)2/(41n2)] (see figure 5C)

Thus we generalize the weight functions to get satisfactory line-

shapes for all values of T.

For absorption spectra we have

if T > 1.25: A'(*) = A(i).C(t)

= 0 elsewhere

with maximum error ±2.7% at T = 0 . 2 5 .

For magnitude spectra

i f T > 2 : M 1 ( t ) = M ( t ) . C ( t )
i f T < 2: M1 (t) = rA(t/VïTI) .C(t) for 0 < t < "/TT?

= 0 elsewhere

with maximum er ro r ±1.4% a t T = 0.25.

The r e s u l t i n g l ineshapes are shown in f igures 3 and 4.
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n in 3n in 5n 6n 71 8n 9t
Figure 3. Lineshape of the generalized weight function A'(t) for several

values of the relaxation time T.
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Figure 4. Lineshape of the generalized weight function M'(t) for several
values of T.
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Figure 5. The time-domain weight functions.

PERFORMANCE COMPARED TO ZERO-FILLING

Since the use of zero-filling seems to have become common practice

among FTICR spectrometrists (Comisarow & Melka, 1979) (Ghaderi et

al., 1981), we will compare our solutions to that method.

For absorption spectra, zeroing 5/6 part of the data (Zg), which

leaves an error range of ± 2.3%, is comparable to our A'(t): ±1.6

to ±2.7%. For magnitude spectra, 3/4 zero-filling (Z.) with an

error range of ±1.3% is comparable to M' (t) : ±0.7 to ± 1.4%. The

linewidths at half height and the standard deviations in the peak-

heights calculated from the lineshapes are given in tables 1 and 2,

together with the relative signal to noise ratios. The effect of

a weight function W(t) on the signal to noise ratio is calculated

as follows. The ratio of the peakheight of a well resolved signal,

with envelope s(t), to the standard deviation of the spectral

noise is

(t).d*
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The reference signal to noise ratio, for W(t) = 1 , is

SNRQ s(t) .At

With the signal envelope s(t) =exp(-t/t) the relative signal to

noise ratio becomes

SNR..
SNR =

j Vit).exp(-t/T) .At

SNR„
T(l-exp{-l/T)). vf (*).<

Numerical integration yields the values in tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Absorption mode.

error width SNR

Z6
error width SNR

Table

T

00

1

0 .

0 .

0 .

5

25

125

CO

1

0 . 5

0.25

0.125

2. Magnitude mode

error
a

0.5%

0 . 5

0 . 1

B

width

6.4TT

6 . 5

6 . 7

-

-

1.0%

1.1

1.2

1.6

1.3

0.63

0.60

0.54

3.

4 .

4 .

5 .

7 .

,8TI

,0

8

5

6

error
a

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

4%

4

5

8

7

0

0,

0.

1,

1,

.54

.73

.91

.28

.78

M1

width

4 .

5 .

6 .

8 .

10

9 TT

8

8

0

. 5

1.3%

1.3

1.3

1.2

0 . 9

SNR

0.69

0.77

0.88

1.11

1.39

7.2TT

7 . 4

7 . 6

8 . 0

9 . 0

error
a

0.8 %

0 . 8

0 . 8

0 . 7

0 . 6

0.41

0.60

0.80

1.21

1.80

Z4
width

9 . 7 TT

9 . 7

9 . 7

10.0

11.2

SNR

0.

0 .

0 .

1 .

1.

50

70

91

29

73

For absorption spectra A' produces much smaller linewidths, much

lower sidelobes and somewhat better SNR than Zg. For magnitude

spectra of slowly decaying signals (T >0.5) M' is better than Z.
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in all respects and B can be used to obtain even lower sidelobes

at the cost of some linebroadening and decrease in SNR. For T >0.5

B cannot be used and M' has somewhat lower SNR than Z..

COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY

The weight functions need not be calculated for every data point,

but can be approximated with sufficient accuracy from a small

number (n) of samples with linear interpolation. The relevant ap-

proximation-accuracy criteria are in terms of the resulting line-

shape, not of the weight function itself. The approximation con-

sists of two consecutive operations on the continuous original

1) Multiplication of W(t) by 6 (t), a sum of n Dirac functions,

one at each t = (k + %)/n; k = 0, 1, 2 ..n-1.

2) Convolution of W(t).6 (t) with
Ti

= x
= 1

= 0

+
-

nt
nt

for -1/n <
for 0 < t <
elsewhere.

t < 0
1/n

The first operation generates a series of replicas of the origi-

nal lineshape centered on oo = p.2nir; p = 0,±l,±2, ...

These spurious peaks are largely removed by the second operation,

which is equivalent to multiplying the repetitive lineshape with
2

the Fourier transform of A (t) : [2n.sin(<u/2n)/io] . We find that
n=16 is sufficient, giving first spurious peaks of 0.1% and an

extra error at u = ± ir of -0.3%.

The estimate of the relaxation time T needed for the generalized

weight functions can be obtained from a least-squares fit to the

logarithm of the data envelope. By averaging the absolute value

of the signal over each of n segments (n =16 in our case) we ob-

tain the approximate data envelope y(fe) arid compute T by:

i I T n~l i.

This works quite well, even when beat-patterns occur on the enve-

lope, but may fail for a signal containing a strong, barely re-

solved multiplet.
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CHAPTER 10

CHIRP EXCITATION*

ABSTRACT

Chirp excitation (a pulsed fast frequency sweep) solves the problem of exciting

a very wide bandwidth with limited transmitter peakpower. Analysis of the exci-

tation spectrum in terms of the Fresnel integrals leads to simple and suffi-

ciently accurate bounds and approximations that allow a rational choice of pa-

rameters for each experiment and efficient correction of the system response

spectrum.

For frequency-selective excitation some technically trivial modifications of

the chirp pulse are proposed: amplitude blanking, frequency jump and sign in-

version. The latter creates a notch in the spectrum and can be used for single

line suppression.

Finally, corrections are derived for the effects of delayed signal acquisition.

INTRODUCTION

Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance spectrometry involves

the generation of ions under very low pressure conditions and

trapping them in a strong magnetic field for a time of the order

of a second. The cyclotron resonances of the ions are excited in

a time short compared to the relaxation time and the subsequent

free response signal is collected, signal averaged and Fourier-

-transformed to give a spectrum which is interpretable as a mass

spectrum since the cyclotron frequencies are roughly inversely

proportional to ion mass.

Although the procedure is conceptually similar to that of FT-NMR,

there are several difficulties in the technical realization, stem-

ming from thé width of the frequency range (roughly 30 KHz to 3

MHz). Excitation of this bandwidth with the usual pulse of a con-

stant frequency carrier is unfeasible; a pulse of length =10 se-

conds and height =10 Volt would be required. The standard solu-

tion to this problem (Comisarow, 1974) is the use of a =10 second

pulse of a carrier that sweeps over the wanted frequency range.

Such a pulse was named a "chirp" by radar designers who have used

it since the fifties to overcome the sensitivity versus range-re-

A.J. Hoest and C.W.F. Kort, Computers & Chemistry 6 (1982) in press.
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solution problem. Similar excitation, albeit not very fast compa-

red to the relaxation time, is used in correlation-NMR and -ICR

(Gupta et al., 1974) (Hunter & Mclver, 1977). Expressions of the

chirp-spectrum in terms of the error function with complex argu-

ment have been given (Dadok & Sprecher, 1974) (Marshall & Roe,

1980). However, in the first case an error occurs, leading to

wrong scaling for the width of the spectral features such as the

transition region at the edges of the sweeprange, and in the se-

cond case the rather non-trivial expression was evaluated only by

graphing it for a few values of the chirp parameters.

We will show that the chirp spectrum can be expressed convenient-

ly in terms of the classical Fresnel integrals. After introduc-

tion of the proper scaling, this enables us to find computational-

ly simple and sufficiently accurate bounds and approximations of

the skirts, the transition region and the in-band ripples of the

spectrum.

TOE SPECTRUM OF A CHIRP PULSE

The excitation voltage of a chirp pulse can be written as

e (t) = cos (u> t+hut2+Q) ; 0 < t < T
0

This corresponds to a linear frequency sweep over the range w, to

For simplicity we will consider only the right-hand circular part

of the excitation wave, e+(t). The ions have either a right- or a

left-handed impulse response depending on their charge-polarity,

which means that, unless the sidelobes of the excitation spill

over into the negative frequencies, there is no coupling of the

ions with the opposite-handed part of e(t).

The Fourier transform of e+(i) is

/Te/Texp[j (uQt+hat
2+Q) ] ,exp[-j (U)0+ÜJ) t] .dt =

= JTexp[j (kat2-oit+B) ] .dt
0

where w is the spectral frequency relative to the initial frequen-

cy «>0 of the chirp pulse. Rewriting hat
2-wt = [ (at-<i))2-u2]/2a and

separating the pure phase factor $(<,))
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$(<*>) =exp[j(e-tü2/2a) ]

we have

A(w) =*(ÜJ) ./Texp[j(at-to)2/2a].dt
O

The integral can be simplified by the substitution

u = (ot-u) //(iro) ; du = /(a/ir) .d£; a > 0 ,

yielding A(w) = /(ir/a) .<J>(co) . Je~Yexp( j 5 K 2 ) .da (1)
- Y •*

= /(7r/a) .*(w) .E(e,Y)

where 3 = aT//(7ra) , the scaled sweepwidth,

Y = <o//(iroc) , the scaled frequency.

Using the symmetry of the integrand we can express the integral

in eq. (1) in terms of the complex analogon of the classical

Fresnel-integrals.

Y) =F(B-Y) -F( -Y) =F(e-Y) + F(Y) (2)

=jxexp{j^u2).du (2 .1)
0 A

Some properties of E(3/Y) follow immediately from those of the

well-studied Fresnel-integrals (e.g. Abramowitz & Stegun, 1970).

- Since F(x) is odd, E(0,Y) is symmetric about Y = 3/2, the center

of the frequency sweep.

- Since lim F(x) = (l+j)/2,
a;-wo

lim E(3,Y) =0 (far outside sweep)
y-»-±oo

lim E(3,Y) =1+j for Y =3/2 (center of sweep)

= (l+j)/2 for Y-0 or y = 3 (edges of sweep)

The general behaviour of the spectrum of the chirp pulse can now

be visualized with figure 1, which shows a projection of F (a;) on

the complex plane. E(B,Y) is represented by the vector [F(-Y) •*

F(3~Y)]> Assume 3 to be large and start at the center frequency

Y = 3/2. One end of the vector is near the focus at -(l+j)/2, the

other end near +(l+j)/2, and E(3,Y) - 1+j. With decreasing frequen-

For FTICR 8 is usually around 100.
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Figure 1. Cornu's spiral (Cornu, 1874): the projection of F(x) on the complex
plane.

cy, E($,Y) osci l lates around 1+j with increasing deviation towards

the edge (y =0) , as one end of the vector spirals in to (l+j)/2

while the other moves out from - ( l+ j ) /2 . There is a transit ion to

small values when 1 >y > - l , followed by a spiral l ing decay to zero

as both ends of the vector approach (l+j)/2. In order to calculate

the behaviour of E(0,y) in more detail we need expansions for F (a;).

Repeated integration by parts of eq. (2.1) gives

F(x) =i))(x).y ; <(> (x) =exp(ji5-x ) (3)
n=01.3.5...(2n+l)

which is most useful for |x| < 1. For larger x the behaviour of

F (a;) is more easily described by

F(x) = (l+j)/2-H(a;) ,

H(a;) =/wexp(j 5-M2) .dw,
x

with the asymptotic expansion (cf. Abramowitz & Stegun, 1970)

(4)
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H(ar) = - 1
' jiras

<=° 1 . 3 . 5 . . . ( 2 w - l )

K=l ( J T T X 2 ) "
(4.1)

I t can be shown tha t H(a;) i s bounded by

|HU) I < l/Ua:); x > 0

so that simple bounds can be given for E(g,y) •

From eq.'s (2) and (4) we have

E(3,Y) =H(-y) -H(B-Y) = 1+J -H(Y) -H(B-Y)

|E(0,Y)| <|H(-Y)|+ |H(6-Y)|

|E(g,Y) " (1+j) | < |H(Y) I + |H(B-Y) I

Thus the low- and high-frequency skirts of E((5,Y) are bounded by

| E ( B , Y ) I <•£(
IYY |

and the in-band r ipp le by

| E ( 6 , Y ) -

Y < 0 o r Y > e

? 0

(5)

(6)

Outside the transition regions at the edges of the sweep, these

bounds are even good approximations of the envelope of E ( B » Y ) »

the overestimate is 11% at |Y| = 1 and decays as |Y|~ (see figure

2) .
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Figure 2. Magnitude of the chirp spectrum E(6,7) with the bounds eq. (5) and
eq. (6).

Equation (5), enables one to check the assumption of negligible
overlap of the spectra of e+{t) and e"( t ) . If necessary, correct-
ions can be applied using the conjugate even symmetry of the
spectra. Likewise, one can determine the minimum allowable samp-
ling rate for e(t) that avoids aliasing of the high-frequency
skir t .

CORRECTING FOR UNEVEN EXCITATION

Since the response of a linear system is the convolution of the

impulse response with the excitation, we must devide the response

spectrum by the excitation spectrum to obtain the spectrum of the

impulse response. In the case of chirp excitation this correction

is often necessary: the in-band ripple (bounded by eq. (6)) has a

first maximum of 17%. Obviously, the excitation spectrum can be

obtained by Fourier transformation of e(t), but we will show that

the expressions derived in the preceding section allow a simple

approximation that is computationally much more efficient and

usually accurate enough.
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For the correction of absorption spectra we first restore the

main phase, multiplying by l/[exp( jTT/4) .$(w) ] =exp{ j [p (y)] - 8]},

where p(x) =ir(a; -h)/2. Then we correct for the component of E(3,Y)

that is in phase with 1+j:

1(3,y) =Re[E((3,Y).exp(-j£)]

= /2+Re{exp(-j|).[-H(Y)-H(e-Y)] }

If we are not attempting to approximate I($,y) in the transition

regions y < 1 or y > 3-1 then considerable simplification is pos-

sible. Ignoring all terms in eq. (4.\1) of the order a;"3 and

beyond gives

1(3,Y) = V2•

where p (x) =^(x2- h) •

Try
1 < Y < 3-1 (7)

Over the range 1 . 8 < Y < 3 - 1 . 8 the error is within ±0.7%; towards

the edges the error increases: -4.3% at y = l (see figure 3).

Absorption

v/WV

Figure 3. Relative errors in absorption and magnitude spectra, before and after
correction with eq. (7).
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The magnitude of E(B,Y) f°r 1 < Y < 3-1 is very similar to 1(3,Y)

|E(B,Y) | = (i2 (B,Y) +Q2 (3,Y))

Q(B,Y) =Im[E(B,Y).exp(-j|)]

Again discarding terms of the third and higher order we find the

approximation

cos2 [p(Y)] , cos2[p(3-Y)]
|E(B,Y> I =K3,Y) +-X"

The quadratic terms contribute at most about 2%, so we simply use

|E(6,Y) I - KB,Y)r (8)

with for I(6,Y) the approximation of eq. (7). The error in the

magnitude is between -0.2 % and +0.8 % over the range 1.85 <Y <

6-1.85 and -3.2% at Y = 1 (see figure 3).

The computation of the (approximate) excitation spectrum can now

be done efficiently:

Finding p(x) takes 2 multiplications per point and it appears in

the argument of the phase correction for absorption spectra, as

well as in that of the sin-functions for the in-band ripple (eq.

7). All trigonometric functions are evaluated by table look-up

(128 entries per quadrant is sufficient). Thus, using the symme-

try of eq. (7) around 3/2, we need only 2w multiplications and n

divisions to find I(B,Y) or |E(3»Y)\> where n is the number of

points in the main part of E((3,Y).

If an FFT were used to find the excitation spectrum this would

take ^log,N complex multiplications for each of the N points of

the array (usually N >2n). In addition we would need n/2 magni-

tude operations to find |E(g,y)|.

In practice,'With N = 16K, we save about one decimal order in the

number of operations for the complete correction if we use the

approximations instead of the PFT.
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SELECTIVE EXCITATION

In many cases one wants to avoid exciting a particular region of

the spectrum, for instance in a double-resonance experiment where

all the resonances except a few must be swept out (saturated) or

when large, uninformative resonances must be left unexcited to

avoid dynamic range problems. Chirp excitation offers particular-

ly simple ways of doing this. The most obvious scheme involves

zero-ing the chirp during the time that its instantaneous fre-

quency is in the region to be suppressed.

• exp j (w.i + y * ) ; O < t < T and T < t <

•• O ; elsewhere

h

with 3j =a(T2-T1)//(iTa)

The exact behaviour of the spectrum can be quite complicated be-

cause of the interference of the (quadratic phase) skirts of the

two main lobes centered on Y = 6/2 and y^ - &1/2 respectively. How-

ever, using eq. (5), we can give an upper bound for the suppressed

region (aT < w < aT ):

The same bound applies to a chirp with a frequency jump since the

magnitude spectra of the separate parts of the chirp are indepen-

dent of a shift in time. Note that the bound is also independent

of any phase jump between the two segments. In general, the sup-

pression ratio in the center is roughly equal to the scaled width

of the suppressed region. This is quite sufficient for the rela-

tively slow sweeps used in correlation ICR (Hunter & Mclver, 1977)

but fails in chirp-excited PTICR if we want to "notch out" a

single line.
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For the latter case we propose to include a sign-inversion in the

chirp waveform . In order to create a notch at to = aT we use:

e+(t) =s(t) .exp[j (Ü)QÉ+ at
2/2) ]

with s(t) = +1 for 0 < t < T

= -1 for T < t < Tx
= 0 elsewhere

The spectrum is

A(ai) =/(TT/O) .$(u) . [E(3,Y) -EfS^Yj)]

with 3 - = aT //(ira) - g and Y, = Y ~ 3

E(6,Y) - E(3 fYj) = -2F(Yj) + F ( Y J + 0) - F(0 ~ Yj)

If the notch is not too near to the edges of the sweep range (g

and S>. » 1) then the latter two terms almost compensate near the

notch (|YJ < 1) > the difference e is bounded by |e| < (1/0 +1/6.)/ir

at Yj =0. Thus the main term is - 2 F ( Y 1 ) . With the expansion eg.

(3) we find its magnitude near the notch:

2|P(Yl) | = 2 | Y 1 | . [ 1 - T T
2 Y 1

4 / 9 0 + O ( Y 1
8 ) ] ,

which has an error of <0.5 % for |Y. | < 1»

Likewise, the phase (apart from $ (w)) near the notch is

Arg[F(Yl)] =j[l - sgn(Yl) ] +^Yi
2 +0( Y l

6)

with an error of <10~ radian for J Y 11 < !•

Often it is sufficient to know the strict upper bound:

|E(0,Y) "

Thus a chirp with sign inversion generates a roughly triangular

notch in the spectrum, with full width at half depth AY =0.71,

much narrower than possible with either the amplitude-blanking

or frequency-jump procedures (figure 4) .

This is technically trivial compared to either digital or analog notch-fil-
tering.
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Figure 4. Magnitude spectrum near a notch E(f3,y) -

The part of the spectrum further away from the notch can be ap-

proximated as in the preceding section. We find for the compo-

nent in phase with 1+j s

1= [E(B,Y) -E($ 1 ,Y 1 ) ] .exp(- j 7 r /4) «

2s in[p( Y l ) ] s in[p(Yi+ B)] s in[p
= -/2.sgn(Y,) - + ; =

1 irYj irtY + B) ^ ( B
(9)

for -(6-1) '< < -1 or 1 < yl < 8 j -

with p(«) = IT (x2- %)/2.

The error is within ±5% for IYJ > 1.83 (-8% at | Y J =1 (see figure

5).

The absolute value of I is also a sufficiently accurate approxi-

mation of the magnitude spectrum (see figure 5). The error is be-

tween -0.25% and +2.4% for |YX| >1.83. (+7% at IYJ =1.64).
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Absorption

Figure 5.

Relative errors near a notch, before and after correction with eq. (9).

Generalization to several notches is possible as long as the

scaled frequency difference between them is larger than the needed

suppression ratio in each notch. However, correcting the spectrum

with a generalization of eq. (9) quickly becomes unpractical, so

that one has to use an FFT of the chirp, which is also necessary

if one wants to correct the spectrum accurately near \y | =1.

A useful application of notched excitation spectra is the reduc-

tion of spectral dynamic range problems. Putting the notch right

on top of a Lorentzian resonance, assuming a linewidth smaller

than the width of the notch and neglecting the term e, we can

give an upper bound for the magnitude of the residual lineshape:

P(Ü> ) < 2 | Y

2/(1-
, T ) 2 ] =
1 x/Uct)

where w1 is the frequency relative to the notch.

The dynamic range is thus reduced by a factor of at least
x/(ira)/2.

Since the method does not rely on saturation effects or differen-

ces in relaxation times it may also provide an alternative to the

line suppression methods used in NMR.
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RESPOND£ SIGNAL AND ITS DELAYED ACQUISITION

In practice the acquisition of the complete response signal is

usually not possible because of two problems. The first one is

the large product of spectral width and relaxation time in FTICR;

the available data space runs out before the signal has relaxed.

The large spectral errors that result from this truncation can

be reduced to roughly a percent by appropriate weighting of the

response data (Noest & Kort, 19 82b). The second problem is the

acquisition of the response while the transmitter is still on;

receiver overload is hard to avoid since the amplitude ratio of

excitation to rerponse is of the order 10 . Usually, signal ac-

quisition is started after the end of excitation and we will now

analyse the consequences of this procedure.

We begin by noting the formal similarity between our case where

the ion impulse response convolves with the excitation (chirp)

and the case of a wave-group travelling through a dispersive me-

dium. This suggests introducing the notion of group-delciy: A (u) =

- j — ip((jü), where ipM is the spectral phase of the excitation.

With chirp excitation, the group-delay of E(g,y) can be found by

writing the expansions (3) and (4.1) in polar form and differen-

tiating the argument. In the main region (1<y < £-1) one finds an

oscillating group-delay: Afoo) < /(2/ira). Unless the scaled sweep-

width is small, we can neglect this term with respect to the con-

tribution from $ (to) over most of the sweepwidth, and approximate:

A (to) =-^Arg[*(w)] =<o/a,

which agrees with the intuitive notion that the chirp "hits" a

resonance at (oQ + UJ after a delay of t=to/a.

The envelope of the response of a specific resonance is that of

its delayed impulse response, but slightly smeared in time by the

difference in group-delay over the linewidth, 1/(xa).
—4

For FTICR l/(ra) - 10 T,SO we can safely ignore the details of the

onset. For much slower sweeps (e.g. correlation ICR) this part of

the response becomes important; relevant expressions can be de-

rived from the results of Jacobsohn & Wangsness (1948).
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Knowing the response, we can find the effect of delayed acquisi-

tion of the signal.

If we acquire data from T to T + T after a chirp pulse lasting
\J U 3

from 0 to T, then the effective delay of acquisition with respect

to the onset of each resonant response i is <S. = T o - A. . This

causes a spectral peakheight

fó. + T
P = I1 aexp(-t/x )dt =exp(-6./T.).r. [l-exp(-T A . ) ]

J6. *• 1 1 1 a i

The latter two factors are the usual T.-dependency for an acqui-

sition time T , but the first factor is the systematic error

caused by delayed signal acquisition. Assuming that T. is the

same for all i (usually valid in our application) the error in

the relative intensities can be corrected by multiplying the

spectrum by exp[-w/ (CUT) ]. The exponential function is evaluated

by linear interpolation and an efficient method of estimating T

in the time-domain has been given (Noest & Kort, 1982b).

Finally, we need to compensate for the large linear phase error

that results from the implied redefinition of the time origin

from 0 to T-, This can be done efficiently by shifting the data

cyclically backwards by T (mod T ). Thus it is advisable to

take T a multiple of the sampling interval T /N.

CONCLUSIONS

The results presented in the preceding sections enable chirp ex-

citation to be used effectively in many spectroscopie applica-

tions.

The simple scaling laws for the energy per Hertz and for the width

of the spectral features allow a rational choice of the chirp pa-

rameters appropriate to each case. The frequency scale is found

from the relation 3 /2 =sweepwidth (in Hz) times pulselength (in

seconds). For a sweep of 1 MHz in 5 msec 0 =100 and an overscan
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of 2% on either side will bring the transition regions outside

the nominal frequency range.

Furthermore, one can quickly estimate the intensity of the spec-

tral skirts and in-band ripple from the bounding functions (5)

and (6). For instance, if we want the skirts to fall below 10%

within 50 KHz from a spectral edge, we use eq. (5) to find that

the sweeprate should be less than 800 kHz/ms. On the other hand

the pulselength should remain short compared to T (which is usual-

ly more than 50 ms).

From the raw response dataset one obtains the corrected spectrum,

accurate to about one percent, as follows:

a) Apply the appropriate weight function to prevent "picket-fence"

errors (Noest & Kort, 1982b).

b) For absorption spectra, shift the data cyclically backwards by

T to reset the time origin.

o) Get the complex spectrum by FFT (Cooley & Tukey, 1965).

d) For absorption spectra, divide the complex spectrum by

exp (jir/4) . * (to) to correct the phase . Otherwise, compute the

magnitude of the complex spectrum.

e) Divide by eq. (7) to correct the in-band ripple.

ƒ) Multiply by exp [-to/ (ax) ] to correct for delayed signal acqui-

sition.

In the case of selective excitation steps d), e) and ƒ) are modi-

fied. When the individual segments are well separated in frequen-

cy, the corrections d) and e) are applied separately for each

segment and, in case of the frequency-jump method, correction ƒ)

also jumps over the suppressed region. For notched spectra step

e) uses eq. (9) or its absolute value.
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CHAPTER 11

COMPACT DATA STORAGE

INTRODUCTION

After the signal accumulation phase of each FTICR experiment, the

resulting transient is represented by a 16K array of 16 bit inte-

gers. When the experiment is largely of an exploratory nature,

the operator will directly Fourier transform the transient and

plot the resulting spectrum. Once the conditions for a proper

measurement have been found, a series of experiments will usually

be initiated and the resulting data must be saved for later de-

tailed analysis. Since each accumulation phase usually takes only

a few minutes and the storage space of a double density floppy

disk is about 500 Kbyte, one could not run unattended measure-

ments for longer than about one hour. Clearly, some form of data

reduction is needed, but in many cases the constraints are rather

strict; the data reduction should not reduce the SNR, discard

small peaks or prejudge later data weighting, filtering of feature

extraction. In section 11.1 we present a method that reduces the

storage size of the transient by a factor of 4 and still stays

within the above constraints. For those cases where the retention

of only the spectral peakheights and -positions is acceptable,

further data reduction is described in section 11.2.

11.1. REDUCING THE TRANSIENT.

The basic idea used to reduce the storage requirements for the

transient is coarser quantization. In order to achieve a worth-

while reduction each sample has to be represented by only a small

number of bits b compared to the original b = 16 bits. This intro-

duces rounding errors, which can be thought of as reducing the

signal to noise ratio in the time domain (SNRt) and in the fre-

quency domain (SNR^) . The choice of b is determined by the obser-

vation that the FFT procedure itself introduces some noise which

limits SNR to roughly 11 bits even if the data is a pure sine

with b =16 bits. Furthermore, it is well known that the SNR is

invariant under Fourier-transformation when the SNR is defined

in both domains by the usual root-mean-square rule. Although such
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a definition is quite satisfactory for SNR , it is more appropriate

to coherent spectroscopy to define SNR as the ratio of the largest

peakheight P to some measure of the baseline noise. The SNRf so

defined can become much larger than SNRt during the FT-operation

if the signal is coherent and the noise is white. Unfortunately,

the latter condition is not generally fulfilled by rounding noise;

it is easily seen to have the same period as the signal, with up

to 2 zero-crossings occurring within that period. Thus, during

the transform the rounding noise accumulates into a series of

peaks at multiples of the signal frequency, which are difficult

to distinguish from real resonance peaks. For instance, with a

pare sine signal with b =4, one finds dozens of these spurious

peaks with amplitudes into the 1 to 2% range.

The seemingly paradoxical solution to this problem is the addition

of white noise to the signal before the coarse quantization. Using

a shift-register algorithm (see below), we can generate efficient-

ly a white sequence of pseudo-random numbers that are uniformly

distributed over the quantum interval. Adding this sequence to

the signal is exactly sufficient to make the round-off errors

white. Of course, SNRt decreases by an extra h bit, but this can

be fully restored when the reduced data is read back from disk

by starting the random generator from the same seed and substract-

ing the previously added noise.

Having made the round-off noise white, we can calculate SNR for

the general case of b bits quantization and N point FFT. For sim-

plicity, assume the signal to be dominated by one sinusoidal com-

ponent and to span completely the available number range (-2 ~ ,

+2b~ ). Then the signal standard deviation is (for w » tr)

= 2D - \ iè y. fsinWlOVU /2~.2b"2è l"1 (sin(am/N))2j

The round-off errors are uniformly distributed over the range (-

+h)i so we have

ar = 1/(2/3), and defining SNR = a /a :

SNRt = /37?.2
h or b+ 0.29 bits.

Suppressing the FFT scaling factor, the spectral peakheight P due
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to the signal is

. N-l
D~.l sin(wn/N).

n=0

P = N.2b"2 = O.N//2"

The complex spectral noise now has a Gaussian distribution for

each of the real and imaginary components with

öf = ar "|£ (COS ((D»/N))

For absorption spectra SNRf is simply defined by SNR= P/a , so

the improvement due to the FT is:

SNRf/SNRt = J/S or h log2N bits.

In the case of magnitude spectra, the noise is Rayleigh-distribu-

ted (Whalen, 1971) and a suitable measure of it is the square

root of the second moment: /m^ = /J o ,

Defining SNR = P/JmZ, the loss is \ a bit compared to absorption

spectra, although the upper tails of the distributions are asymp-

totically equal.

Thus, with N = 16K the absorption spectra have log2(SNR ) =

£ + 7.29 bits. As mentioned before, the FFT limits this to about

11 bits, so we can choose b =4 without suffering any significant

loss in SNRf. This allows the promised 4-fold storage space re-

duction.

We note the possibility of another 2-fold reduction if the proper

data weighting is known and only the magnitude spectrum will be

needed. Then the N/2 point magnitude spectrum is formed, subjected

to a real, inverse FFT and the resulting sequence of N/4 complex

numbers is reduced to 4 bits per component as described above. The

rather large amount of computation involved (two FFT's and the

magnitude operations) makes this into a procedure that is primari-

ly useful for the off-line creation of back-up files.

Inplementation

In order to prevent unnecessary loss in SNR,the transient is

scaled so that it fully spans the available number range. The re-
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laxation time constant of an FTICR transient is usually not shorter

than the acquisition time, but in case it is, we do the scaling

separately for a few blocks of the array.

The pseudo-random generator is a 15 bit full length shift register

procedure, based on the binary polynomial divisibility results of

Watson (1962). The 15 bit version can be implemented very effi-

ciently on the LSI-11 CPU and the spectral flatness of the gene-

rated sequence makes it preferable to the more usual multiplicative

congruential generators (Abramowitz & Stegun, 1970) (Hammersley &

Handscomb, 1979).

11.2. REDUCING THE SPECTRA

When the instrument is used to study the kinetic behaviour of se-

veral different ions under a variable trap-time scheme, large

amounts of data are generated which have to be evaluated after-

wards in the form of intensity versus time curves. The data re-

duction procedure of section 11.1 is not extensive enough for

this purpose and would make the evaluation rather slow. Luckily,

the kinetic experiments do not require the more subtle details

of the spectrum, so that it is sufficient to store only the height

and position of magnitude peaks. Moreover, the effective width of

the peaks is almost never more than three data points (=6ir, see

chapter 9). Accordingly, peak detection criteria can remain quite

simple; we accept as being a peak any data point y (n) that satis-

fies:

a) y(n) > q

and b) y {n+l)-y (n) <0< y (n)-y(n-1) orb') y (n) > 2q

and c) y(n)-[y(n-l)+y(n+l)]/2 >q

where q is the noise threshold. For q we take initially twice the

average over the spectrum; since there are usually only few in-

tense peaks and all of them are narrow, q is mainly determined by

the noise. From the Rayleigh distribution we find q = /Tnof (Whalen,

1971), which implies a false alarm probability of <4% for the cri-

terium a) alone. The other criteria reduce this to below 1%. On

the other hand, the detection probability is >99% for any peak

with SNEf=P/(/2af) > 3.5. A maximum of 128 peaks per spectrum is

stored; just in case more peaks meet the criteria, q is increased
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by 50% and the search is restarted.

For each peak found, the height is simply taken to be the local

maximum (or shoulder) y (n). If the proper data weight function

was used (see chapter 9), this gives an accuracy of roughly one

percent. The peak position x is found with more accuracy than the

spectral sampling interval by computing the local center of gra-

vity:

x=n+[y(n+1)-y(n-1)]/[2y(n)]

Since n runs from 0 to 8191 an eight-fold accuracy improvement

can be :

number.

can be reached for high SNB when a; is stored as a 16 bit binary
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SUMMARY

This thesis consists of two parts. Part I (chapters 1 through 5)

reports experimental results from (mostly drift cell-) ICR studies

of negative ion-molecule reactions; part II (chapters 6 through

11) concerns the design of software for a FTICR instrument.

In chapter 2 the allyl anion is shown to have a stable structure,

with negligible hydrogen randomization occurring even during the

ion-molecule reactions with F-CO and N_0. Deuterium labelling

shows that the product of the reaction with N,0 most probably has

the diazopropenyl structure, instead of the pyrazole structure

proposed in the literature.

CH2=CH-CHi^T
SN=N-O- • [CH2=CH-CH-N=N-O"]

[CHaCHCH'NN-OH] [CH2=CH-C=N=N] - = - • CH2=CH -C=N=N

The (M-H2)~ and (M-H)~ ions of acetone are studied in chapters 3.1

and 3.2. Again, a high degree of specificity is found in reactions

of the labelled system, showing the structural stability of two

isomeric (M-H-)* ions and the lack of hydrogen scrambling in the

(M-H)~ ion. _ o"
rCD3 ~r-

•-J3

CHJCOC&J

-H2O i .5 E
__ ' CH=C T CD 3 .
29°/. Ky 3 -'CD3

H-C=C-O"

-HDO
56°/o

CHg-C-CDj
• 5 E

no methyl radical loss

"O-CsC-D

Organic nitrites are efficient sources of alkoxide anions under

thermal electron impact condition and, as such, they have begun

to be used in NCI spectrometry. In chapter 4 many organic anions

are shown to react with neutral nitrites. Generally, the trends

in the observed reactivity agree with expectations based on the

standard classifications of reaction mechanisms in physical or-

ganic chemistry. Several C-N and N-N bond forming addition-elim-

ination reactions were observed for the first time in the gas

phase.
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CH2 OR'

X-Ci -^~»N

H OR'

HSV /«•

x-c'
;C-N

V X-

N-N

HOR'

HOR'

In a few cases charge-dipole stabilized primary carbanions were

presumably formed.

RONO

C.—N
A

MB NO

— X * H0R
H2C- CN

In chapter 5 further examples of these structures are studied and

it appears that the presence of dipolar groups like CO or NO in-

deed stabilizes the anions by some 20 kcal/mole, leading to a

dramatic increase in the acidity of 6-CH positions. Ring closure

of the anions is highly unlikely, since very exothermic ring

opening with fragmentation was seen in several related ring closed

structures.

C-C3H5NH2 + OH~ -»• (M-H)~ •* CH3CHCN~ + H2

c-C4H7OH + OH" -*- (M-H)~ •+ CH2CHO" + C2H4

Part II of the thesis starts (chapter 6) with an overview of

FTICR spectrometry in general and of the instrument developed at

the Laboratory of Organic Chemistry of the University of Amsterdam.

The software for this system is given in compact notation in

chapter 7. Several theoretical and computational problems occur-

ring in FTICR are analysed in the remaining chapters.

Aan adaptive matched filter is derived (chapter 8) that extracts

weak single-mass signals from noise, even when the resonant fre-

quency is only known approximately or when it changes during the

tuning-up of the instrument.

A set of weight functions is presented (chapter 9) that reduce the

serious peak height errors that occur when a slowly decaying

transient has to be truncated. The effects on resolution and SNR

are preferable to those of known methods.
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Chapter 10 gives an analysis of the excitation of the ion orbital

velocity by a chirp pulse; efficient correction methods of the

response spectrum for the unevenness of the excitation spectrum

are derived. Novel forms of selective excitation are also proposed

and analysed.

The final chapter (11) gives data-compression procedures that

enable at least a fourfold compression with negligible loss of

spectral information.

All the solutions to the problems treated in part II are given

in terms that allow a computationally efficient implementation,

in most programming languages and on CPU's without hardware multi-

plication.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift bestaat uit twee delen. Het eerste deel (hoofd-

stuk 1 t/m 5) beschrijft experimentele resultaten van (merendeels

drift cell-) ICR studies aan negatieve ion-molecuul reacties;

deel II (hoofdstuk 6 t/m 11) behandelt het ontwerp van software

voor een FTICR instrument.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt aangetoond dat het allyl-anion een stabiele

structuur bezit, waarin ook tijdens de ion-molecuul reacties met

FjCO en N-0 geen noemenswaardige waterstofuitwisseling plaats

vindt. Deuterium labelling laat zien dat het product van de re-

actie met N2O hoogstwaarschijnlijk een diazopropenyl structuur

bezit in tegenstelling tot de in de literatuur voorgestelde

pyrazolstructuur.

• [CH2=CH-CH-N=N-O~] •
"OH

-C=N=*N

CHZ=CH-CH£ =N

M O H
] * — [CH2=CH -C=N=N]*

De (M-H,)* en (M-H)~ ionen van aceton zijn het onderwerp van

hoofdstuk 3.1 en 3.2. De hoge mate van specificiteit in de re-

acties van de gelabelde systemen toont ook hier de afwezigheid

van uitwisseling in het (M-H)~ ion en de structurele s tabi l i te i t

van de twee isomere (M-H-)" ionen.
O"

0 . 1 .fi P
H-CsC-O"

c r • CH.3COCD3
-HDO

5 6 %

o
I *6E

CH,-C-CD2 • no methyl radical loss

Organische nitrieten vormen een effectieve bron van alkoxy anio-

nen onder thermische electronen invangst en als zodanig worden

zij sinds kort toegepast in NCI spectrometrie. In hoofdstuk 4

wordt aangetoond dat vele organische anionen reacties kunnen aan-

gaan met neutrale nitrieten. De trends in de waargenomen reacti-

viteit sluiten in het algemeen goed aan bij wat men verwacht op
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grond van de gangbare fysisch-organische classificatie van de be-

trokken reactiemechanismen. Verscheidene C-N en N-N binding vor-

mende additie — eliminatie reacties werden voor het eerst in de

gasfase bestudeerd. f •">*

CH2 OR-

* H 2 ^

1. V
N V»N

ii OR'

\
,C—N
A' "\\:-c., - \o •
VCH2

HOR'

N-N HOR'

In enkele gevallen werden er waarschijnlijk primaire carbanionen

met sterke lading-dipool wisselwerking gevormd.

RONO

(OR
NO

HOR

In hoofdstuk 5 kon door middel van beter toegankelijke voorbeelden

van dit type ionen worden aangetoond dat de aanwezigheid van di-

polaire groepen als CO en NO inderdaad een stabilisatie van ca.

20 kcal/mol teweeg brengt, hetgeen leidt tot een dramatische ver-

hoging van de zuursterkte van de B-CH posities. Ringsluiting van

het anion is hoogst onwaarschijnlijk aangezien er zeer exotherme

ringopening met fragmentatie werd waargenomen in verscheidene

vergelijkbare ringgesloten anionen.

(M-H)'

(M-H)"

c-C3H5NH2

C-C4H7OH

OH

OH"

-> CH3CHCN + H

•* CH2CHO

2

C„H2n4

Deel II van dit proefschrift begint (hoofdstuk 6) met een over-

zicht van FTICR spectrometrie in het algemeen en van het op het

Laboratorium voor Organische Chemie van de Universiteit van

Amsterdam ontwikkelde instrument. De software voor dit systeem

is in een compacte notatie beschreven in hoofdstuk 7. Enkele theo-

retische en rekentechnische problemen die zich voordoen bij FTICR

zijn geanalyseerd in de overige hoofdstukken.

In hoofdstuk 8 is een adaptief "matched" filter afgeleid, dat

zwakke signalen van één massa selecteert uit ruis, ook als de

resonantie frequentie slechts onnauwkeurig bekend is of als deze

zich wijzigt bij het afregelen van het instrument.
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Hoofdstuk 9 beschrijft weegfuncties die de ernstige spectrale

piekhoogte fouten reduceren, welke ontstaan door het noodgedwongen

afkappen van signalen met een lange relaxatietijd. De effecten op

het scheidend vermogen en de signaal-ruis verhouding steken gun-

stig af bij die van eerder bekende methoden.

De excitatie van de ionenbaansnelheid door middel van een "tsjirp"

zenderpuls is in hoofdstuk 10 geanalyseerd en er zijn efficiënte

rekenmethodes afgeleid voor de correctie van het respons spectrum

voor de ongelijkmatigheden in het excitatiespectrum; ook zijn

nieuwe methodes voorgesteld en geanalyseerd om selectief bepaalde

segmenten van het spectrum te exciteren of juist te onderdrukken.

Ten slotte zijn in hoofdstuk 11 de data-compressie procedures be-

handeld. Het bleek mogelijk om zeker een factor 4 compressie te

bereiken zonder verlies van relevante informatie in het spectrum.

Alle oplossingen van de in deel II behandelde problemen zijn ge-

geven in termen die een efficiënte implementatie toelaten in de

meeste programmeertalen en op CPU's zonder hardware vermenigvul-

digers.
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